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P RE FACE

Belgium at first -lance may not appeal be a useful subjpct for the

purposes of comparative generalizations A nation of fewer thail 10 million

people, deeply divided betweena Latin culture in the south-and a Germanic

culture ln the north, arrayed about a cosmopolitan metropolis largely oriented
]

toward its role as. the hub of European interco- un cation Belgium, like'

Switzerlandaor even Andorra, is apparently too distinctive a society to contrib-a

ute significantly to the search f 'general principles of political development

or common facetsoof the Western experience': Such an impression, if it

exists, would certainly be misleading for the-area of higher education.

There, notWithstanding the unique cultural'faultlines and political terra h

of the country, the,telgian experience presel4ts a set,of general similarities

as well as some interesting differences from t e rest of Western Burope. In

themiddie of the nineteenth century government concern about the content of

university credentials produced a rigid and dos ly monitered curriculum -or

all institutions. A transition to academic laiss z-faire in the latter-part

of the century allowed a competitive university st ucture to deVelop, largely.

through the leadership of the private sector. The first sixty years of the

twentieth century brought an ever greater reliance ipon the resources of the

national government and complications from the relentless march of Flemish
\

cultural parity. HoWever, the most turbulent-era for 'higher education in

\

Belgium, as elsewhere, was the 1960s. Ballooning enrollments and burgeoning

facilities created problems. enough, but they were compounded at the end of the

decade by the Belgian component of the international student rebellion plus

the irreconcilable rupture of the French and FleMish'sections of the Catholic

University of Louvain.. By 1971 the elements of what can be regarded

new regime in Belgian higher education were in place. After several years

..of operation it is now clear"that the Belgian adaptation to contemporary

4
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conditions is a significant departure from other European systems of higher

education. By diverting the bulk of mass higher 'education into the non-

university sector, the Belgians hive managed to pros rve much ofThe former

character and quality of university education. In. addition, they are

virtually alone in maintaining an open choice of programs for qualified=

students. In other respects, such as university-state relations, Belgium.

illustrates common problems of Western higher education in an acute form.

The following account will attempt to weave these threads and a number

of others into some meaningful patterns. Part I will sketch the evolution

of the Belgian system of higher education from its origins to'1960. The

multiple crises of the next decade are then-analysed in Part II. The final

part assesses the experience of the curren ecade in order to evaluate

the present state of'higher education in Belgium and the likely course of

its development in the near future. Although the primary purpose of this

inquiry has-been to:establish a foundation of basic knowledge about the

Belgian system which could be utilized for subsequent thematic comparative

work (e.g. Geiger, 1978b), what emerges -i also an intriguing case study,

fully deserving attention in its own right.

This research was conducted during the 1977-78 academic year under the

support of the Lilly Endowment. It was assisted at various-stages of its

preparation by thesuggestions of members of the Higher Education Research

Group of Yale University, and particularly by the attention of its Director,

Burton R. Clark. I also benefited from the assistance of the Institut
N

d'gducation of the European Cultural Foundation for Which I would like to

thank Dr. Ladislav Cerych and Dr. Cabriele Fragnirk.- This project would

scarcely have been possible, however, without the cooperation of the many

Belgians who discussed facets of their system of higher education with me.

I am deeply grateful to the:, and particularly indebted to Dr. Emile Bo ipaep,



PART THE ORIGINS OF THE UNIVERSITIES TO 1960

The Revolution of 1830 which separated Belgium from the Kingdom of the

United. Netherlands created a virtual tabula rasa for higher education in the

newly independent state. While successive government commissions puzzled over

the- creation and, pcenient of one or two state universities, Belg4n Catholics

eagerly entered, vacuum by establishing a "free" Catholic university in

.41

1834. The ector' opening speech left, no doubt aS-6-the_principles of the

I

new institution: "as Catholics, we must accept all doctrinesemanating'froM\

the Holy See, and repudiate contrary doctrines with all_our soul." Barely two

weeks rater (20 N6vember 1834) liberals led by Theodore Verhaegen countered by

opening the Free University of Brussels, and declaring that the human sci-nces

"must remain entirely divorced from Catholicism." Goaded by these initiatives,

the Belgian parliament voted the fallowing year to resurrect as state univer-

sities the formerly Dutch institutions in Ghent and Liege (Mallinson 1963,

pp. 38-43): The new Belgian state thus found itself virtually from its outset,

with four distinctly different universities, each one corresponding quite

closely to the divisions created by the two cultural fault lines cutting

across Belgian society. These cleavages-are so fundamental to the development

,

of all Belgian institutions that they require a brief explanation.

Crossing Belgium -in n-,eastrwest,line running south of Brussels is a

linguistic frontier that dates from the 5th century A.D. To'the north of the

frontier in Flanders lie four Flemish-speaking provinces and Flemish Brabant;

below.it are four French-speaking, or Walloon, provinces and the southern part

of Brabant Brussels,-lying near the cente Brabant, has been-linguistically

mixed as a resultNof an historical immigration.of Walloons to this center of

commerce and government. Although Dutch is now the official language of

Flanders, the cities of this region were long dominated culturally and



politically by an`indigenoun

university in Flanders, the University

institution until after World WarI. The University o

serving Wallonip, has always been completely French.

but only a portion of

contained this conflict elsewhere.

through laboriouslyrnegotiated compromises which protect the special

interests of all parties' and apportion advantages equitably be6.Teen them. The

'universities have seldom been able to rise abbve this fray, not only because

education dt all levels has been one of the=chief.objeets of both ideological
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and linguistic otrug but because the universities as originally constituted

'each had a special mission, particular constituency, and hence a naturally

,partisan role. The Catholic niveraity, which ins,alled itself at Louvain and

assumed the legacy of the medieval University o.f, Louvain (1425-1797), wan

governed by the Binhopn of Belgium, through the Rector they appointed.

Entodying the authority of the Church hi rartliy, Louvain became the obvious
c

spokesman of Catholic higher learning in Belgium, but it also had an inter,

national ole in the Catholic world. The Free. University` of Brussels, Louvain's

antithesis, has always carried an secular, self-consciously progressive

image. It has consequently aspire to fulfill a national role, based on its

dedication to science and free inquiry while Also maintaining a special

relationship with e capital. During its early yearn the University bore the

unpopUlarity of its advanced views 1th considerable pride, and was only able

to survive Catholic and government hostility through the support of its backers

and the city of BrusSels. The two state universities have taken their identity

froM their regional roles, aspiring to combine cultural leadership in their

respective areds with support for economic development. When-the University

of Ghent became d Flerl -language institution in 1930 the separate missions

of the two state universities were more starkly distinguished: the Universit

de Lidge woult1 serve the French of eastern Wallonia, while what came to be the

Ri ksuniversiteit Gent provided higher education for the inhabitants of the

western part of Flanders The distinctive missions of the original Belgian

universities produced a aatural.compartmentalization which inhibited the

movement of people and ideas between Institutions. Nevert less , iat the hroild

lines of their development, the universities passed through the same successive

stages. '



1. 1835 -187(1 The Pre-Mo ,rn University

During thin formative period the development cif Ilelginn univernitlea

by three 1,enern1 conditilons 1) .ideological poinri7ation between

CAtl lien And Mier ln; 2) uncertainty Abont the entrhl1rtliinent of he hanrc

)ntternn In higher educ tion; mid the dl ter , aril rather

uni;kfll.ff i 71 /I Intl V' ntriffi ion of the fan( r! In the orpnrif 1.111; on and condnct

higher tsttidiers.

The new Belgian unIversitlen were or };nnized around Frrtiltiers of lonnpy,

Scfence, Law and Medicine (plus Thcolnly ntF l.nuvnin), wltli the first

norviri partly nu antechambers for the professlotn1 f cultien. lads Faculty"

hni tin elected dean as it, lend, I the chief ,cndei officer 11 /1 CU)

chosen (exe

universities thc itniltiont of "administrat inui_c_or"--nn office

renponsihie for the ov --all functioning of the university. In the ntnte

at Louvain) by and it 11 prnirennors. in additIon, BelOan

univertif (et; the admiult:tratt -fruTeetorn were the agent!; of rather tight

twverum tal con 1 during t tit; porf

The process oI cho ';Iug lIeIgI:iii profennorn in this Ora was Nomewhat

err; 1 for neveral rew,onn. The' weakne!;t: ref 'y1;1117,0(1 nlent Ifir row-

munitle meant that !.:holarly achievement alone wan sa ldram a nuffic i

criterion for app-rintment, an it theoretfcalty wan wfthfn fho nitre comp tf

rive German unfve-;1 'y nyritem. Ideological polarfzatf 1 wan alno an Important

factor itl,api intmentn, and Una )IV; Irlerrl ly to the men ta 1 ;: (I or,

of the university .t m. Tho exodus uI Dutch profer,orn ;iftrr the Revolution

f 1R30 left Ow flew kin,dom of ifclgiton

All f univerni t fen,

flh n den' h of lualiffed,univeritv

t ii 1icek ;;;;(,1--.-_,quently 01,11r

mire3s the Iron r:;, predominately In Germany and 1:''

recruitment, however, further athliti to the professoriat of each niverni

tended to home grown. Thus, even tltotigli sun often hitter rivalry ex

After thin Iftf
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fi

between universities, especially 1 uValn and lrunnel , thin did not

produce constiruutive, rc mpetitive interaction, Surh nr.hol.nrly compe tition

d wRR c inccrttrntccl on the "ualver itv concoarn, ' in which

om the various unfvornitien rclrttrlhtitcd seholnrly exerciser on predetermined

questions for Ii(lnnrifle yernme pri7cs. The me wt3re little different from

the - petith A n

prohnhly even lenn Ilk Y

ty learned In the 18th century, and

ter advancement of enee.r) contribute

The prcth lem of ludging it candidate's upon an

established acientlflc community Is exemplified by the early experience of

-the Eree Unie Iftv of llrttrtrteig. They began by adoptin-, n formal cempetition

(-oncour9 to Hi( new profennorn, aprocednre then in use in France. In

effect, thin approach rmIgtItn ,d ) r4 nt performance for pan I : .1 1 1 1 c

achievement an the hafda of evnluntiIoi. Altho gh this practice 'R quickly

shandoned, it waa si 0.-1y for wont of nuiLmble c-Aldidates willfn

curb an ordea I (Vrtudl'r1(i Were 18810..- pp. /49-

.,ove rn i it1; (Thum- t he i1ti1 vcr!:1 t y 1 )1111 tin.l

on rr It the Foculty concvruod.

Later In this !:ilt

docenten tell

uncle

From t. hi point on, the

vectly alto! o

d the overnme- .med It de-II-able to I alert

In' s mat.t c onlversltien by creatinp, p

,wn int t lativ4 ,f18674 Nnmerow;

;Iyma d aetun11- 1 c urso,

rman tice,con! quently lapsed

I c I I ,t courr,e

linchork..atiow; vet made, but few of

TM!: effort to cmulA c tlw widely admIrtd

cintel--ly into d !;n-a, Oiarni!1 1 PP- 647

The lac' 1 r. TI!",t i I It[ Loci iron

but when'the government rime jtcl Impfentcnt thiti

action= revelled 5e le milor rer,erva

conferr (rI ley,al privi10 to

the government felt ohl

rchler ion; I n ri

it in r cdt its

Became a univenlitN degree

regard to oploymen

exert norm CO nttV over who at tended univeritles,
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what they studied there, and en) ciallY the knowledge necesonry to earn 4

degree. The Ilanic law on higher educ n (27 September 1835) fixed the

Of candidate and doctor, and pres -ibed a 'curriculum t

each of the fctttr frtctil tien.

I t created "C y" to exatnine all those nnpiring to de

he fulfillment of

there loubtedly good rcia )na. for ext ro_ durinit

nt.age of university evelopment, there lso major di

areangement. I)

dvant

be covered in

p$grnrhs

While

inchoate

lis

fling

ve and

examination: with f xed programs generally baV

effect upon. universfty courses, forcing

superf 1 elal, encouraging memorization Wit je

em to be at o comp

placing creativity and intellectual

curiosity. The Law of 18=i i createdcre tted just these t cencles in Belgium. -By.

1857 the clef; ocome so overloadd with indispennible materials

that some action was necessary to make the extrninatictnr -more manageable.

Thee government decreed that certain subject: would become tificate cou

which 8 tlicicnt would be required tc attend in order to earn a certificate,

t.imina tions.' but whose content

f uno'v-tt

ld hohceforth hot he Included irr

un i ve.rsn 11y dtcr 1 ecl as soon as it became apparent that

physica1 presence in a lecture was a poor substitute for intellectual effort.

It nevertheless retm;iIned in force until the major reform of 1876.

In constItutiu. the Central Jurier1 the. gov nmont seems to have considerably'

e'xceeded prudent Ilnd t. of Centralized control. cified that each

Jury flUld con rain 2 mem gets chn: n by the of Deputies, two ,picked by

the three desfgn ted by the Minister of the Interior -(who

rc msible for editcnti n during this period). Thus politics were thrust
I

into the g_. t.nting of degrees in an already polarized environment The result

initir.11y was discrimination against the Free University of Brmssels

selection of Jury members. A sntisatisfactory compromise was not enacted until

1849 when dual "comiNoed _juries" containing equal representation of free and
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atate-universities replaced the Central Jury.4 By this arrangement professors

.fxowLogvain and Brussels would always be wired with professors from one of

the state universities; but never with each other.

If the Law of 1849` remedied dine source of difffcuj,ties, opened an

entirely new one by attempting to regulate admissions to the universities.

previously entrance to the universities had been.entirely open, with the natural

consequence that rather; ill-prepared students were commonplace. In reaction,

a rigorous and comprehensive university qualifying exam was created that led

to the title, -Mve universitaire. , This innovation had detrimental effect upon

the upper grades of secondary education, and served to depreciate the secondary

school-leaving diploma, the certificat d'humanit_ s, It also seems to have done

-Tittle to raise the competence of university students. Such criticisms forced

the abandonment of this examination in 1855, but in only five years time it

was once again deemed necessary to erect a barrier to university admission. The

new "graduate's examination," however, was neither as comprehensive nor

strictly administered as the previous one, and it consequently sufficed

without great inconvenience until secondary education in Belgium became more

fully developed.-

The evolution of Belgian universities during their pre-modern per

took place through a process of trial and error with the univerritic.. undoubtedly

making as many false steps on their own as were imposed by unenlightened govern-

ment legislation. Nevertheless, this evolution ,appears to have been shaped by

both ideological and practical forces. The pi -vast fleets of the opl)osition

Catholics and liberals penetrated to the heart of the tniversiti pt -es.

The commitment to 17 o inquiry" at Brussels, like the dedication to the

rch for truth" at Louv "tin, was a thinly fled battle cry II) a

and political war, Nor were the fret' universities the nly pA Isans in tai

struggle. In the late 1850s the Church launched an

1 3

state



education in -eneral which included the demand that two

professors at Ghent be dismissed. Moreover, the partisa

linking"

quickly descended

from the metaphysical clouds to the political arena whenever the ganization

of higher education became an issue. In practicaaffairs the universities

r'
dominated by concejn for whato id today be called credentials. The

reiltling view was that universities had the responsibility of presiding over

a fixed Lady of knowledge. The primary consideration, then, was to ensure

that this knowledge had been successfully imparted to those who were legally

certified to posy. it. If one aspect of universities was overshadowed in

this balance of force: it was certainly the .role of ,science, in the broadest

sense. Scholarship wass nevei -sent front the early Belgian --iversities but

the notion that the university should be committed to expanding the frontiers

of knowledge through scholarly research was scarcely a force during their

early years. By the 1870s, however, this powerful idea emanating from the

estigious univ sities of Germany begat effect higher education

Belgium, as well rest of the Western Vorld.

2. 1876-1914: Efflorescence of the Traditional Univer:-

The higher education law of 1.876 abolished combined juries, and allowed

the universities

11 tr ttct

thus acc

grant legal degrees upon their authority. This measure

1 of tho state trait the- affair s of the unive

them considerable' con of over wir own developmnt. During

this decade challenge of German science also began to be felt in the

Bel.

re search And :wlllare;htp. While thc ideological opwcition of Catholics

liberal :; remained firm, it ceased to play a determinative role tn the evolutitist

causln, gradual , but unmistakable reeriontat on toward

of higher education. 11m wover, after the turn cd the century the grewit

linpuit;ti enflict in Fat amo an Ineel 1. problem.
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The 1876 law, even though it was enacted after 10 years of discussions,

was nevertheless another abrupt and heavyhanded intrusion by the state into

the basic organization of higher education. Not only did it give the univer-

sities the authority to confer their own degree -but it also abolislted all

entrance requirements for enrolling in the faculties. The four universities,

did not gain a monopoly over the granting of degrees under the new law because

the Jury Central was reestablished to examine and award degrees to candidates

who were not from the universities. In this way the freedom of education that

was guaranteed in the Belgian Constitution was effectively preserved. New

institutions could be formed without worry over accreditation if they prepared

students for the Jury Central*. The 1876 law was not particularly welcomed by

the universities. At Brussels, for example, there was fear of an influx of

ill-prepared students and of the competition of cheap degrees (Vanderkindere

1884, pp. 120-121). Only the first fear, it will,be seen, was well-founded,

frees was maintained formally by a government commission

ible or determining that university degrees met the legal requirements.

Their efforts were supplemented by an advisory council of the Minister of the

Interior, made up largely bf representatives of the faculties, (Conseil de

perfectionnement de l'enseignement sup6rieur, 1849), which had considerable

.authority over the nature and contents of any new degrees. But more important

foi preserving the integrity of Belgian higher education was what contemporaries

referred to as the growing scientific spirit in the universities. Thus, the

law of 1876 left the universities largely to their own devices academically

j at the time when they wt, most capable of benefiting from this freedom.

The Belgian universities had long maintained linkages with German higher

This mech anism for earning a national e still exists, hoyover since 1970
examinations have been confided to the un -1-,;ities instead of boing given by
a specially constituted jury.
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learning, but prior to 1876 they had little capacity to emulate them by stimplat n

their own research efforts. The first notable efforts in this direction took

place in the natural sciences and in medicine, where new facilities with up-to-

date laboratories began to be planned and erected. With scientific laboratdries

came the establishment of new courses, compulsory lab work, and the opening of

numerous assistant positions (1883)for those showing promise for scientific

careers. The creation of a wide variety of scientific institutes gradually

followed, made possible by the financial support of both the state and private

benefactors. The research imperative pierced the philosophical faculties only

slightly later, and was completely assimilated there as well. During the 1880s

serious historical scholarship was introduced in all four philosophical faculties.

Professors took the initiative in establishing optional German-style seminars

cours pratiques), where professors guided students in the critical-study -f

sources (Fr6d6ricq 1890). However, the -full development of humanistic scholar-

ship required the fundamental changes in the organization of studies that Were

enacted into law in 1890. This higher education law reorganized the curricula

to acconniodlte specialized historical and philological studies. It also made

the doctorate in philosophy a research degree by requiring a learned thesis.

.Thus, with Lehrfreiheit granted to a core of dedicated scholars, and,a measure

of Lernfroiheit assured by the removal of state control, Belgian universities

enter:at:the twentieth century embodying the spirit and many of the institutions

of German research universities.

ter the law of 1890 Belgian universities conformed quite closely to the

generff1 European pattern. A Secondary school - leaving ce' ifiCa ificat

d'humanit_6s) wa- required to enroll a student. The science and philosophy

faculties were dedicated to basic research, as well as fulfilling the more

immediate ne d of training secondary-school teachers. in 1911 the fr

sitic accorded civil personality by the state largely to
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facilitate the management of their endowments; and in 1920 the same right was

extended to the universities of the state.

Even as the Belgian professors sought to emulate the GeLman idea

university, they found the social and linguistic realities of Belgian society

impinging upon higher education. There had been a language problem inherent

to Belgian education from the moment that the French-speaking governing class

led the country, whose more humble majority in Flanders spoke Flemish, to

independence. During the second half of the nineteenth century, as Flemings

laboriously wrung civil and educational concessions from the government, the

implications of the language problem inexorably encroached upon higher education.

When Flemish courses were finally introduced in the secondary schools of

Flanders (1883), special courses had to be hastily created at the universities

of Ghent and Louvain to train qualified teachers (1884). These were extended

after 1890 when the universities became responsible for training all secondary

teachers. And, when- .Flemish became the language of judicial proceedings and

public administration in Flanders (1873, 1878), pressure began to mount

`against the Ghent Faculty of Law for instruction in Flemish (Mallinson

1963, pp. 144-66). However, these'efforts represented only a bare minimum

in terms of equal civil rights for the Flemings. A more determined branch

of the movement for Flemish rights began to claim full social and cultural

parity with Trench-speaking Belgians. Cultural equality could obviously

never achieved as long as French remained the language of higher learning;

and efforts at social advancement would be severely hindered as long as

Flemings were denied higher education in their native tongue. For a long

time to come this would remain the crux of the issue of Flemish equality

it impinged upon the universities. Moreover, its adherents seemed to

have legal precedent on their side when Flemish was declared to be an

official language of Belgium together with French (1898). However, the
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claims of the Flemish movement required at the very least that the Uliversity

of Ghent become a Flemish language institution, and this was a disquieting

prospect for its professors.

The professors of Ghent were not necessarily opposed to some degree of

bilinguialism. Some individual courses were voluntarily offered in Flemish

(this also occurred, but to a lesser extent, at Brussels and Louvain), and

measures were taken in 1890 to assure that'teachexs and lawyers would be

competent in Flemish. But to abandon Frenchan international language of

Scholarshipwould needlessly isolate the university, they felt, and probably

force some of its best scholars to leave. In 1899 the.piofessors voted

overwhelmingly to reject the transformation of Ghent into a purely Flemish

university. Such aransformation would also have been anathema to a major

share of the university's constituency--the French bourgeoisie of Flanders.

In the years before the outbreak of the war the Flemish claims upon the

University of Ghent became more strident and more difficult to resist. A

university commission (1907-11) recommended a gradual transition to a complete

Flemish-language university, but legislation to this effect became ensnared

in the numerous strands of conflicting interests. At this juncture it had

become only a question of when, and to what extent, Flemish would become

the language of the .University of Ghent. The enormous disruptions of

World War I postponed any possible remedy, and the German efforts to woo

the Flemish complicated -e ations between the linguistic communities. But

in the aftermath of the a_ this was no longer the only problem facing

Belgian universities.

orid War I to 1960: Autc d D ndenc the Traditional Universit

Through this turbulent forty year period the evolution of Belgian

universities was characterized by three Salient trends. Perhaps most obvious

was the gradual replication of parallel institutions of higher education in
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the Flemish language. Secondly, the principle of state financing of the private

universities was established shortly after the First World War and became

an ever;more dominant factor in the operation of these institutions thereafter.

The state universities, on the other hand, progressively won greater adminis-,

trative autonomy from th -ate. In terms of university growth this was not

a homogeneous period. The inter-war years brought erratic fluctuations in

enrollments and an end to pre-war expansion; however,, the end of the Second

World War inaugurated a stained period of growth. Consequently, by 1960

the Belgian system of higher education faced a battery of problems concerning

both expansion and montiation of the universities.

The long-standing claims of the Flemish upon the University of Ghent

received official recognition in 1923. Folltiwing a succession of commissions

and 'reports, a piece of compromise legislation was passed that year making.

Flemish the administrative language

instruction be biling Students

track in which 2/3 of their courses

of the university, but requiring that

Could choose either a Flemish language

would be in that language and 1/3 in

French, or a French track in which these proportions were reversed, Given

the bitter feelings over this issue, it is not surprising that this compromise

pleased neither side. The Flemish militants advocated a boycott of the

University, and the French eff6ted a partial secession, organizing the

Ecole des Hautes Etudes Frangaises across the street from the University.

the light of the full equality that had been promised to Flemish-Speaking

,elgians, the 'defense of French at Ghent was untenable for long. This

'(Rancorous controversy persisted for several years-, but the political

pressure of the Flemings won the transformation of the University of Ghent

-into a purely Flemish institution in 1930 (Mallinson 1963, pp. 160-64).
-O.

The' dire predictions that Ghent would lose its academic stature as a Flemish

institution proved false. However, its enrollments continued for:some time
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be smallest of the Belgian universities.

The recognition of Flemish by the pate universities was a more

gradual and, until its final stage, a less traumatic development. The

mission of these universities was not only -- educate students, but to

propagate their respective cultural positions throughout the country. They

both consequently had strong incentives.' to accommodate the growing demand

for higher instruction in Flemish. Each university offered some-courses in

Flemish even before World War I. The process of.creating entire parallel-

degree programs in Flemish was started by Louvain in 1932. Brussels followed

in a more limited way, beginning with the Faculty of Law in 1935. This

"doubling" of degree programs proceeded rapidly in Louvain, so that virtually

the entire curriculum was offered in both languages by the 1960s. It was

only then that the free universities would discover, as Ghent had much earlier,

that bilingualism _ a halfw'ay measure inherently abrasive to the nationalist

sensibilities of the Flemings.

The aftermath of World War I found both free universities in difficult

financial straits. Louvain suffered extensive damage m the war, Brussels

found it necessary to relocate its campus, and inflation destroyed the pre-war

financial foundation of both institutions. Private gifts through a joint

fundraising drive and American help from the Rockefeller Foundation and

the Committee for the Relief of Belgium were insufficient to completely

rectify the situation. The latter effort nevertheless had a significant

impactipon Belgian universities. When the Committee the Relief of

Belgium Under the direction of Herbert Hoover terminated its activities it

designated a large portion of its unspent funds for the long-range support

of higher education. Part went to the endow men the four universities,

but only after a special law created patrimonies for the state institutions

(1920). A large endowment was also established for the creation and maintenance
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of the Fandation univ -s an organization that served as a club for all

Belgian prcrfessors_as well.',aS Providing

community. Beyond its s

means of breaking do

'
between the different university communities.

The inescapable remedy for the financial plight of the free universities'

important services totoy the scholarly

fic fun -s,'however,' it was 4r1 important

least a small way, the nearly total separation

was some form of government subsidy. Such an arrangement would be no noveity

for Belgium, where the State had long been involved in the support of church-

run schools. Beginning in 1922 they were each assisted with a grant of

one million francs--a sum representing about.:1 7 of the total -national

higher education budget. In 1930 this subsidy was placed on a new footing:

three-fifths of the credits allocated to Ghent and Lihe were to 1)- divided

by Louvain and Brussels. No additional controls were placed upon the free

universities in compensation for state support, but henceforth the financing

of both public and private universities were inextricably linked. The

subsidy formula was changed somewhat in 1949 when an amount equal to 2/3

the regular budgets of the state universities was reserved for private

higher education (5/12 each for Brussels and Louvain, 2/12 for other private

higher education), and various forms of indexed aid were added to this

general grant. In 1960, however, the free universities claimCd a significantly

larger share of the higher education budget. The grant to each university

was raised to 44% of the base plus an additional 2.2% for each 1500 studehts

above 5000. They also received a subsidy for pensions and guaranteed 2%

interest loans from the state. Thus, just as Belgian higher education

entered a period of rapid growth and extensive change, the public and private

universities became engage_ n direct competition for the resources of the

state (Dubisson 1963; Demoulin 1967, pp 16-17).

At the same time that the state was extending its largesse to the f
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universities it was withdrawing some of the centralized administrative

controls from the state universities. The affairs of these institutions.
,

.

had hlways been sharply divided between academic and administrative matters.

The chief academic officer was the rectowho was appointed by the King upon

the advice of the Minister f Education, who in turn usually recommended
%

the choice of the prOf ssors. The administrative head of each university

was an "inspector-administrator" who was the resident agent of the Ministry.-

This cumbersome centralization was halted in 1953 in an effort to decentralize

the management of the universities, aid to allow the members of the unive

sities to participate' in dotal offeration (Dubuisson 1963). The administrator-

inspector wasreplacedbyanAdMinistrativeComeilconsistingof members

elected by the FaCility Councils and the.Academic Council. The rector

presided over this Council, but he was assisted by a vice president who

became in effect a kind of business manager. The Ministry was henceforth

represented' by a "commissioner" (commissaire du gouvernement) who assured

that all university actions conformed to existing laws and regulations.

Self- government in the state universities was extended in 1960 to some financial

-e s but the ultimate authority' of the Ministry continued td predominate

in the areas of programs and personnel.

A similar unification of academic and administrative authority occurred

much earlier at the Free University of Br sets. The supreme authority

there since its foundation h .3 been the Administrative Council whose permanent

members have been chosen by cooptation, much like an American board of trustees.

Their agent in the running of the university was also an inspector-administrator.

However, in 1907 this position was replaced by to "Permanent Bureau" consisting

the president and vice - president of the Counc_1, the rector and an

""administrator" (i.e. business manag

since 1861 from among

Since the ret for had been elected

fessols, this ensured them to measure of pa
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in the direction of the university. The Catholic University of Louvain has

alwayg, departed significantly from the Belgian pattern of university governance.

There the supreme authority has been the bishops of BelgiuM, with the

Archbishop 8f Malines serving as "Grand Chancellor." The 'bishops name the

rector whose authority covers all university affairs. The governance structure

of Louvain received a major renovation in 1962 when the administ ration was

"doubled," just as the curriculum had been. The French and the Flemish

parts of the university were each provided with a pro - rector, a secretary

and a general administrator (the latter two handling administrative and

financial mat An Administrative Council. was also created which included

:he officers ,just named' and which was presided over by the rector. Faculty

participa _ vas limited to representation in a large advisory "General

Council" along with the administrative officers and select external members

(Dubui-son 1963).

During this period the B I exhibited a consistent pre

with maintaining a high level of -search activity within the nniversit

and keepin university instruction current with the expanding frontiers of

knowledge. There is no need to catalogue the continued proliferation of

university ites and new programs. Perhaps it is more significant to

n_ the beginning of a national effort to encourage scientific re-- -ch.

An appeal by King Albert in 1927 for donatns to a scientific research fund

rather quickly produced 101) million francs with which to launch the Fond~

National de la Recherche Scientifique (F.N.R.S.). Although th, purp

the Fund was port scientific projects in general, most 'of its grants

found their way to the universities. After World War TI subsidies from 0

pubpubl i.e trensn lave allowed the F.N. F

S C

cyp mid its !3 tipp of rtelgfon

The Po t kir period lso saw the birth of fu,tituti nal mtI.hani5mm

to sustain " the Tustitut Interuntversitalre des Si



Nucl6aires and the Fonds National de la Recherche Scientific:Inc Kiqii

By:1959 there sufficient number of institutions supporting Belgian

science to require nlic- ion of the F.N.P.S., and the creation of

an advisory' Nation Policy Council (1959) to coordin. itc this ei tort

(OECF) 1966; l;eynand, et al. 1965, chap. III). 2

elgi _ itles leig rer_ained under the

by the panic law of 1929. Like p "- nic" laws

content

In curt tcular mntte

it sot forth the structure of dep,reos in the (

the 1 ees. The untver

upon the ii authority c ient Ific" degrees

0 e- ty, in well an

could and d ter

Jitg MaterlitIn t1nt included

ntudentnin the official program. The f basic d f\or all unl

wan that of candidate (2 years). in the hurnaniti" and sclonce this could

1

followed by a licence (2 additional yL4 s), and a doctorate (at least

additional year plus a chest

studied another three or ftlit

engineers, or pharmaetstfl.

The contend; of the

chair ,en over' the

It

fur till Vi

Iii le_ profensionni f

to lie t- y1111_' doer of I aw r

iudidate s

p rograms 1 wed down 1 n 4i 1)2 re ce I ye d 110 r omen t a 1

but twist t 1 al a1teratinn requlrt'd. t he 11',-reeniont

less which was neauly Impons1b11%...,(n achfeve, itt it I v ,

programs re ;n Hod an eedluy, l t'ttol.stt ion

d1ui . =; on ()WI) h I tli It Ion only typ i f icd the gc 1-.11 pred l ca-

Iiteilit ,oI lie I r I In univo t-,; t more t11.1 ;1,1v h l id led

to point tlist 1 utildamentd1 choicen had to hi' made about e-::pannlou and

f1nan. Int of higher education; flit' prol Iitiliu v signs of the ntvnetural

inoompatH)Fli between the traditional universi t y and warn hieber, educat Ion

were. ; lno bet n l m a n f t e , t iil.tl IV, he wove 1 for full Thants' equality

iii hi tahlelt in t-onr. I d I Iv 1'11111 I t. , :1 I I I

roglit red rn lor hvA utIon;it h:Ine!; by the t nuivernitics. These sOuvces
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,of contemporary conflicts in Belgian higher .education wilj each he analysed

ii due course. First, however, ft is neceA;sary to complete thiE; portrait

by giving proper consideration to the practical and vocational side of Belgian

higher educatior.

4. 11,fther Tychnil Ednejition

Belgiur; is the first country on

Industrial revolution, and indut:try

the European continent to undergo the

iii commerce remain to this day the life-

blood of the nation. From a very early date fri,-,titutions of higher education

have had an important role twpporring tliee activities. It I a (mention bore

of nractical, vocationally oriented ti%lininr, ontside of the liberal profes.910n.s

'1' f law, medicine and th_e higher levels of teaching. Most traditional

European tinivertdtie!; have until quite recentlY di!4dained involvement in such

trinaanc mattor:i, lint Belgian cc in 11:11-t because of the cotintry'

vaditiow; and in part hecatuie of the eat:mot:I eompot it ion between the priliate

trniyet4Je, have readily ,Iccepted the role il providing advanced training

in practical However, they have not had thft area tel themselves.

Variom forms of hirlier,( echlical training have been offered In school

muppotted bv the ,Adte, localit.fe!: and private otu:ors, The resnit is a

.
CO111 1)7 ionMI I lint tot OW; Itii (ill let 1 ng aspi rat bow; and court I twn-

cto!;, As taich they undoubtedly deserve !:tudy as an example of a irceetul

and or,,anie development of a type ot higher vecatfonal education that other

count rios have t ,11\t`ii to I .uho hat 'liii iiiiituI 1,1to 1 t; of this

st tidy 'iii' p e t 1 VC 11011' 1 Ii; I t 'MeV a re 1101C1V (0 tli'jii et in bro:n1 st rol(t.;

the evolution Alfd distribution of this Vind of education, and to.indicate

it we 1 Olt ( m i l i.e 1 , 1 t I vi till I nont-o i n t oh ii p I ct-uno iii lie 1 hi I Olen

('11111.11 1151

flit- law ,01 181', that e:,tablished the two !aatv oniversitle!: chaved them

0



ecific responsibilities _ applied sciences. Engineering schools

crea _eaciluniversi_ty,with Li4e specializing in mining and Ghent.

in civil engineering. Louvain established its engineering Fchools.in 1864,

and Brusscle followed in 1873 with an Ecole polytechnique that offered

degrees in chemical, metalurgical, mechani 11, mining and civil, engineering.

All of these schools eventually' became full faculties of their universities

(1893 in the case of Lie presently bear the title of faculties of

appl cd

conso

lee('

versity of Louvain, although easily the most

iVe of the Belgian tiniversi ies, nevertheless has been quite

to f ea _nal education that would be dismissed as

em:- els A' the 1870s they established a school

and in the 18900 a higher school of brewing bras appended .to

odu,cation, on the other hand, was adopted by all the Belgian

Jiniversities, The state ILI ized legal degrees in this area in 1896,

and :school s of commerce were soon established within the faculties of law

at 7ussvis). The school's of Commerce were intended both for those

expe-ting to become merclAnts or manufacturers and those aspiring to become

consuls. The In ,r, ver, spent one year ing a "higher licence

connuo r c 1:11 C Ion( " f they had received a full, four -year degree

In law.- A regular licence in commercial science was original,l,y a two year

program. The following figures reveal the 1..irprising prominence of vocational

forms of h glror t,duc.tt in Itt1 inn universities on the eve of the Fl

Would War: (see l tale I),
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TABLE 1 r Distributi il of Ve lgisn University Students, 1913-14

Total

Fatulty tyf Letters

Faculty vi Sciondes'l

Faculty of Medicine

Faculty of' Law F
Conrnere e

Ot her

To tal academic /

prof es Tonal '

Sebool of Engineer-
lug

Sellout of Commerce

School of Agricul-
ture

fetal Vo_eatloi 1.

% Noca tiopai

Foreign Studeu

% Fore ign

Ghent Iae ,llrusgels imuvain

1315

105

2884

170

1435

208

2563

417

-108 1175
*

296- 370

156 ,260' -301 647

4132 169 281 545

96

*
501 1774, 1086 2075

*
749 789 266 449

65 321 63 135

221
*

814 1110 349 805
*

62% 38% 24% 31%

365 1133 275 332

See elpartation below.

28%. 53% 19% 13%

Source: 1t )port Trienmal, 1911-13.

o properly interpret these figures it is necessary to add that engineering

dents t LiOge enrolled in the Faculty of Sciences for their first two

years. Tbms, 900 tc 1000 of the 1175 students there were probably aspiring

engineers_ Knowing this,' n interenting pattern, emerges: about 2/3 of the

tude the state universities lied in vocational courser.,

while 1es.9 than 1/3 of the students in the private universities were sim=larly

d. This result is largely' due to the enormous influ of foreig

particularly to Liege. They were 1101mingly from the Russian Empire, and

were specifically attracted by the Technical Faculty. Given the warping

effect of these foreign enrollments, fully half of the university population

in 1914 was studying onineei business or pract=ical fields. The



proportionate weight of

The -11rnent figu -IS

studies

1924 chew a B_

attained this natnitude rtgain.

lar distribution for every untver-

City except I ge, which no longer had its Russian contingent (Rapport trio

1922-24). At Ghent engineering s tuccos continued to outnumber the other

four faculties comhined The proportion of engineering students declined

after this date throughout Belgium.

Outside of the niversities a great variety of institutions existed

gyring; higher technical, education. meet distinct types are discernable:

a limited number of schools

such as Engineer and

conferred by the universities; and then there

: long standing which offered

same level as those

a host of higher technical

schools offering programs of two to five years leading to diplomas of

"Engineer technician" or "C The oldest institution in the former

group piing the Military College) 1 lyteehnique de Mons

schools in the

state universities (1836). the State Agronomy in. __tutc at Cembloux dates

from 136Q, and a parallel Flemish school opened its doors in Ghent in 7.920

which was establ'hed at the same HAW as the eflu,i

(Landbouwhoogeschool van den S

their pro -a

Gent in 1934 the government elevated

five years, leading to full engineering degrees. When the

state school of commerce was created in Antwerp i.n 1852 it was the first

institution of this type in Europe. This kind of instruction was not eX panrled

until the _1 n of the century, when p ndent schools of commerce,

were founded in addition to those established in the universities. The

programs of these schools led to a candida_ s degree after one year,

and a licence after another year of study. in 1.936 the length of study was

made virtually equivalent tp other university dcg s each stage

requiring two scar

counterparts in the universities

k. Admissions tli thools, t s well as to their

ally heenjess stringent

2
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gadmission into the four traditional faculties. In fact, this type of education

seema,to have grown considerably after the law of 11890 which required a
1

e----certificat d'humanit6s to enroll in the faculties. In - general, a prospecti

student has to satisfy an admissions committee of his aptitude for the school

either on the basis of his previous schooling or quite often by passing

special examination. The engineering schools (or faculties of applied sciences)

have always required entrance examinations, and thereby seem have guaranteed

themselves good students who are highly valued by industry. In 1970 these

schools enrolled 5834 students, or 8% of university Level students. Added

their counterparts within universities, students of engineering, business

and agriculture comprise lr ost a quarter of what is officially defined, as_

the university population.

The non-university sector of higher technical education includes a great

institutions and programs. The Ecole Supiirieure des Textiles at

Vervicrs (f. 1894), for example, is a'highly specialized school designed to.

produce engineer-technicians for that city's chief industry. On the other

hand,
,

_ Univers du Travail of Charleroi and a number of schools modeled

upon if

education (ages 12 to 15, and 15 to 18), plus post-secondary training to the

degree of engineer-technician (Mallinson 1963, pp. 196-201). Today the various

fords of higher technical training correspond to all:sectors of the Belgian

economy, with recent growth..being especially notable in social and paramedical

services. In 1970 38% of the post-secondary students in Belgium were enrolled

pre ensive technical schools which offer` both halves of secondary

in higher technical schc However, even this rather large proportion

underrepresents the true weight of this sector, both because degree programs

are shorter 1 and because it has recently expanded more rapidly than
=

shorter

universities. In the same year 18,000 new students entered the various higher

technical schools, while some 17,000 new entrants enrolled in the university

2



sect=or (knnua_ e 1969-70); This is almost certainly indicative of a healthy
a

.articulation of post - secondary education and-the labor markets. In France,

'by, way of contrast, where graduate u ployment has been a growing problem.

in the 1970s, only 207 of new entrants boose short-cycle technical courses.
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PART II: THE CRISIS YEARS OF BELGIAN HIGHER EDUCATION

e.

The 1960s were a perio&of sustained conflict -and controversy over higher

education infBeigium. The unprededented growth in the demand for higher

education forted the country to consider a coherent strategy of expansion,

well as committing substantial financial resources_to this effot. At the same,

time the linguistic antagonism, generated by the rather special conditions.,

prevailing at Louvain, degenerated during the debacle until the removal of the

French University became the inescapable outcome. This pattern of fission was

quickly imitated at the country's other bilingual educational institutions.

Finally, the crisis Of university governance that swept over' European univer-

itieS in the late '60s was felt in Belgium as well. Its result was an

extensive restructuring of the administration of Belgian universities. Each

of these issues was inherently contentious, and each was to a considerable

extent intertwined with the others. However, the manner in which they were

posed, fought out, and eventually resolved clearly delineates the distinct

character of the Belgian system of higher education.

The fact that higher education became an object of social and political

conflict during the 1960s cannot be regarded as a chance occurrence . Rath

it is far more likely that this conflict involved the fundanwntal functions of

higher education in modern society. The first of the e derives freM the long

established nexus between higher education and higher, more prestigious occupa-

tions. As universities since World War II have expanded both their rolls. and

their roles, university credentials have become a more and more essential-

prerequisite for twin ng middle-class status. This makes the university,

effect, the only portal for entering the meritocracy. As 'a

this, the internal control of the university takes on a new irnportapce. The

criteria or success or failure within the university, which had t distAonbily

been left to the pre tonal competence of the professors., assume considerable
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so' Aal importance when they determine the .occupational chances of a sign- cant

p oportion,o. an age,cOhort. .Internal control of the universityis also

important another fundamental social functionthat of cultural legitimation.

Non -i strunental knowledge that is deemed worthy of being taught At the univer-

sity level. constitutes, ipso factothe.common cultural coin of a nation's

educated 'classes.- The reluctance of European faculties to add new and different

this ihallowed university culture has until quite recently been

notorious Quite predictably, one of'the ways insurgent social groups seek to

legitimize their standihg is to-get their distinctive kinds of knowledge abd

points of view accepted as part of this university culture. Recently in the

United States, for example, numerous campus conflicts have revolved around the

claims of black feminists for inclusion in the university culture:\ Through-

out Europe during the last decade there have been determined efforts--often

quite successful--by various groups the 'Aft to institutionalize Marxian

and other xadicalp'erspectives within academiC disciplines. The rotiof

universities in Cultural legitimation becomes a particularly. crucial issue in

places- where two or more national cultures coexist, as they do in Belgium.

,Historically, the first barrier that Flemings had to breach was gaini

equality of access to higher education and 'the higher occupations. This minimum

step was only reached in the 1930s when entirely, Flemish degree programs were

finally created. However, even as more of these programs became available,
oa

the role of the university in cultural legitimation grew i i importanc as

ion were offered sidean issue. In effect, where French and Flemish instru

by7side the traditional rredominance of F ench' nd its assumed cultural super-

ior y were n continual denial of the theoretical equality between the

linguistic regimes. Thus, a perceived condescension toward their language and

cullture was the source of a st-

Flemish university community.

timent for compl on in the
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If the-cau e of the university crisl in Belgium was partly due to forces

acting Upon all the universities of the West and partly due to Belgium's

linguistic cleavage, the, manner in which these problems were handled was

determined by the country's unique configuration:of institutions and by their
1

relationship to the government. Although the Belgian univer A werd.,nearly

autonomous'in their- internal affairs .1?)i the 1960s, they operated within a

ructure established by-the state, and were nearly totally dependent

upon the financial support of the state. This created situation in which,.

the univer ties had to be able to exert influence within the national govern-

ment in- -der to protect or advance their most vital interests. Consequently,

the most important form of competition between universities was precisely for

advantages from the national government. Other forms of competition,

naturally exist; bas for stude t enrollments or for cadmnic Ares

in fact each university has alwayS, had

in the

ether implicit sphere of influence

tters. Within the national government the more routine matters

of the regulation and operation of universities are handled by the Ministry

of Education, but financial matters and ignificant t uctural-changes a e.

determined in parliament. This means that-conflicts must. be resolved in

political arena, where each university is able to count on the backing of s

regional cr ideological friends. This arrangemeneha-s, somewhat paradokically,-.

produced a highly interdependent system of higher education. 4n.y alteration

of the status quo must be balanced by compensatory concessions all across

the board. These are not easily arranged, and normally require protracted

negotiations. The effects of this upon higher education policy are considerable.

The government has little capacity for systematic planning, and in fact can

rarely even take the initiative in proposing needed changes in the system.

More often than not, events force the government to deal with ituz tions

have already. ballooned tc crisis. propo _ions. This was particularly the case

3
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ng the rapidly unfolding Vents of the 1960s.

1, The Universit Ex ansion Problem 1960-65

Like most other Western-countries, Belgium confronted an accelerating

demand for university education in the 1960s. Whereas the annual growth rate

in university enrollments during the previous decade had been a manageable 5%,

in the 1960-65 period it shotp above the 10% level. A part.of this inetease-

was dud. to the larger cohorts born after the War, but the bulk of it-.717-7:
fi

-resulted from the increasing social demand for university study (OECD-1974,

26). On the whole, this development was greeted enthusiastically in Belgium.

A more highly trained work force, _ as assumed, would enhance the Modernization

of the economic base of the country. -It was also hoped that expanded-adeess

to the Universities would overcome the inequality of opportunity that seemed

to exist bet%een different social groups (cf. Teheux 19.64)7 To suppo

these ends-legislation was enacted in 1964 that bpened the universities

to graduates of all general secondary programs, instead of solely to holders

*
of a certificat d'human As a control all university applicants were

required to pass a"maturity6examihation which, unlike exa s like the French

baccalaurgat, was intended to determine the depth rather than the breadth of

*

the student's knowledge.. In practice the maturity exam proved to be scarcely

any barrier at all, as approximately 95% of those examined- passed-in some

f ids. The effect of these changes upon university enrollments was perceptible,

though not dramatic, The first year of its implementation (1965-66) saw an

unusually large increment of growth (15 %), and the rat_ of increase for the

remainder of the decade remained strong.

The%obvious problem facing the country during the early 1960s`was how to

Graduates of technical secondary programs were extended the same rights
in the 1970s, but in fact few chose to pursue university study.'"See below,
Part Ill, 1 (pp. 49-62).
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accommodate the bUrgeoning university population. In essence they were faced

with three competing alternative§: enlargement of existing institutions;

geographical dfspersion under the auspices of. the existing universities; or

geographical dispersion through the creation of entirely new universities.

Enlargement was championed by the state universities, who argded that the ambiance

of the old Universities, their instructional resources and their faculty could

not be duplicated in new settings. They also stressed the practical points

that the existing universities were by no means saturated (in fact, all but

Louvain appear rather small by contemporary stand ds), and that Belgium-was.

a compact country with an excellent transportatio network (Demoulin 1967, pp.

15-18). Behind all these considerations, of course, lay the question of whether

government funds would be committed priMarily to the established state univer-

sities or diverted to other institutions. The National Science Policy Council,

undoubtedly fearing a fragmentation of the country's scientific base, advocated

a substantial expansion of the existing universities. In contrast, the

Catholic University of Louvain, and later'Brussels as ell,.was .daiv to establish

satellite campuses in order to augment its size, its influence and its subsidy

from the government. The two mtithetical free universities, it is interesting

note, managed to subordinate their ideological differences to their

institutional interests. In J964 they negotiated a secret accord over their 1'

projected territorial expansion and the level of subsidies they expected to
/

coax from the government (Dejean & Binnemans 1971, pp. 326-27). This produced

a potent coalition that greatly influenced the forthcoming law; but there were

her interests to accourno ato as well.

University enrollments in1961 e as'follows:

Liege 4965
Ghent 4496
Brussels 6651

Louvain 16951
32843



Already in 1958 legislation had been proposed to establish a state

university in the country's second largest city, Antwerp. Although this law

failed, it w

given

soon apparent that satisfaction in some'formwOuld have to be
4

e aspirations': first because this cause received the political

backing of the Belgian socialists and important Flemish groups; and secondly,

because the Belgian Constitution guaranteed freedom of education,which meant

4that private Institutions could move in should the state allow this void to

(

persist. This actually began to occur'in 1959 when the Jesuit Institut Sant

Ignatius began offering programs for candidates in philosophy a d political

science. A further complication appeared when Mons submitted a claim for a

university of its own. If Flanders were given an additional university in

Antwerp,.Wallonia could hardly be denied equal treatment.

The "university expansion problem," as it-was known, obviously involved

complex eats and countercurrents of interests. Ghent and Louvain both

coveted Antwerp, thus providing an issue over which clericals and anticlericals

id divide; but- local opinion in Antwerp seemed to demand the prestige of

their o &n university, thereby dividing Flemish opinion further. The different

forces were plunged into full battle by Agislation proposed in 1962 that

would have allowed all four unAvtrsies to erect satellite campuses (Houben

project)y. Although Ehis proposal failed, it had two immediate onsequences,

Fir wo years of intense debate increasingly concentrated on a revised

formula for financing the private universities as an integral part of the

university expansion, problem. Secondly, it became necessary in 1964 to form

a new government on a basis that could resolve the deadlock over both university

expansion and university finance. This is the essential background of the

Janne Law of 1965 on university expansion.

The new legislation gave satisfaction demand for geographical

dispersion by establishing "University Centers ".offeing first degree work at
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Antwerp and Mons. In addition -existing Catholic schools in Antwerp, Namur

and Mons .were= promoted to the university sector, which meant that they could

grant more legal degrees and would receive additional government subsidies.

Finally, the Flemish half of Louvain created an extension campus at Courtrai

(Kortrijk), and Brussels received the approval to do _the sdmein Nivelles.

Nevertheless, it was the financial provisions of the Janne'Law that.that were inc

significant, and they pointed toward considerable expansion of the four existi'

universities. The combined budget's of Chent and Lilige: 'kept asthe base
.

figure, but the subsidies to'Louvain and Brussels were raised, r speCtivelyi.

distributed between.to 91% and 61% of this figure. Another 35% of this ha

several otherprivate institutions, and state loans for apit 1 expenditure--

were made available at a/mere 1 1/4%. interest. Thus, the, subsidy to

private institutions, which beFo 1960 had equaled only 67% of the state

universities budgets is raised to 187% of that fig erebver

the budgets of Ghent and Li_ ge were. scheduled,to Increase by 25%, 18% and 18%

during 1966-68. All together this projected doubling of the regular hig1

education budget of 1965 by 1968 (Dejean & Binnemans 1971, p. 510). This

financial arrangement was only adopted as a temporary measure to overcome the

immediate needs of the universities. By 1969 study co missions were to have

established a permanent basis for expanding and supporting the nation's insti

tutions of higher education.

In the event, not even the temporary projections could he sust ined.

The government reduced the increases in the base-buegets of the state univer

siti for 1967 and 1968 to 13% and 8% instead of the pro

also reduced the subSidies t

iced 18% (and thus

e keyed to ,these budgets). Even with these

cuts, Belgium had the highest growth rate in the unit costs f higher education`,

for the decade of the sixties among OECD count MAZ per year (OECD 197

p. J81). There is little doubt by Belgium achieved this distinction: the
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Belgian method of repoly- the conflicts yhich arise from its eompetinf;

cultures and i ies-is inherently expenRive, This

painfully evikn- again in the crisis of 1968.

The donne Law might best be labeled as the -first ge of the resolution

et would become

tie ut ver ty expanSion prob Its pri y resu financial. wind-

fall for the private univerfities. The fact that Louvain and Brussels had so

heavily tapped the National Tr -Jury was particularly rt resented by the niyersiti

of the state. Pr demonstrations and university at Ghent and

Li f,o during the 1964 academic year manifc sted their intense dissatinfae on,

but to no .avail "L'ex Oon " 1965) . The explanation-for the

\(uccess of the %rate universities probablyfl 1,k(in their cooperation during

ioti;y 'ores. It should he

extremely strong position. Not only 'could it derive political backing from

nit Louvain alone was in on

Catholics, conservative but of the post-War period
- -

vain enrolled ny stuck_ as th other t

-T,

among I,il er-ils and in the capital region,
I

stood to benefit: fr0m

Aniversities comb'

al support the Free University of Brus:zcls, located

free universities potentially

rmidable political coalition. But money, ironically,

externaldid not bring them. happiness.

they were both rent by ors

elations seemed a..cured,

internal crimes in their histories.

ulsr }n of the French from Louvain

The decde-long crisis at Louvain may superficially appear to he

parochial problem, yet it profoundly affected both national political alignments

and the future development of Belgian higher education. -At issue was. the

existence of a French community made up of students; faculty, administrative

aff and support personnel of the University within the Flemish city

Leuv ain. Flemish a lust this situation began as early as



196 presence of French cut nd French tic loo

argued, hid caused "incalculable cultural damage":

in Flanders, they

Those who ought to have constituted the Flemish elite have
seen, generationafter generat*fen, their intelle6tua1 develop,
ment impeded and.Cieformed becnune the use of a foreign language
win imposed upon them . . . . The would -he elite wan
deprived of true-culture, rind Flandern.Was.deptiVed bf a true
elite. The people,. separated :by language from the:
were continually deprived of Any cultural radlanee
French education has not only corrupted the language and the
cultural life, i t has additionally fermented discord between
the soeial,:CAa It has allowed theomf
tci distinguis j themselves from the people by al: tog use of
a foreign Ix) urge. Consequently,' French hav hg become a sign
of social Thiiperiority and Dutch a sign of soc atinferiority,
a dangernwil; ocial and linguistic harrier has been created
in the midAt o the Flemish people 'earl & BImeinans 1971,
p. 313).

The Flemish case became all the more compellin, in

linguistic frontier

in Fland was to be eXclusively

us made them an even mc

Flemish i3rotests.

If the Flemish

ntegrity _ landers,

when a permanent

According to thfs l'ation all educat:l,oii

however n ;pacific exempticn

inLluded for the French community .ouv This privi anomalous

incr y ftntr insigcnt

ivo wris 1 sod upon a concern 'for Inc cultural

desire to maintain a unitary Catholic Univ

of Louvain derived from an entirely different set, of. consider;.itlons, The

special Catholic mission 0 University had fulfilled since

y

century coupled with its medieval heritage provided the,basis for an orgnnizl-

tional sagato which the Catholic deeply

to mc.

ehed. Any scheme

is original French components of the University could not avoid

severing them from these hallowed traditions, thereby altering the very character

the institition. The figures rc

organs Jon

beginning,. of ale, crisis the principle behind all their actions was

unity of the UnlvdrSi4-,- `They were,

lion lihl for preserving and continuing

of the Univers- ry the Bishops of Belgium.

the preservation of
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the Flemish maintdi.n that principle.

Most not-ably, separate administrations for each'1in(uistie regime wer created

in 1962', is making the two halves of the unive oatly,indepenent.

ping to appease the fund ntal demand of theof one anothor. This did

elemings, nor to dampen the amatory anti-Flemish stance of some the

Preach. ,The Bishops'fiholly'had to invoke religious discipline to prevent'

rituation at the InAve ty from deteriorating further. Besides the

government

controversY,

th ugh the -.xi= lag par`ti

upon ll moratorium pa

The ;same yea_

lingu

nwetcome

was nevertheless Inl

-had a large stake in containing the Louvain

cilu Ced

Iles always had the potential of cutting

In 1966 the governing co--lit had agreed

que. Oas so as not upset their majority,

education i.n Louvainp sal 'outlaw French

Full consideration of the p-'posat 'narrowly.'

defeat_ed, but the problem omino ply remained. By the beginning of 1968 a

definite r_,o1 tioncould,no 'longer be avoided.

The peecipitating event wa's the unilateral announcement of an expansion

pl i by the French 1 if of the university. This action

university constitution, and an.overC.p

nerd s, who closed their half of the universfty..inl, rotes

lingu communities irreconcilable oppositi-h neither

ie govcr.nmcnt could hold the university -ogether any longer;

found the lives in a torturous position. As Flemish opinion hccOm

more inflamed over this Church hierarchy found it In

difficul

unpopular stand. Paced with' these pressu

the futtf 'of French Louvain _(February 1968). Their position _ compromised

as,an apparent violatioi

n of the

nth the two

Bishops nor

re

n leadership while adhering to an'ov

they coutd:nci.longer

ing-Y

about

even furthe- when the Bishop Of B

Meanwhi nit

s puhlic1); endorsed the Flemish eaus

-f tire crisis forced the issue onto the agenda

4(1
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gavernment. However, given the degree 'of pola, ion in

r'e was Jittle chance of conjuring up a conciliatory formula.

On the 10.1 of Yebruary, bei g unable to fo nmlate a policy that would satisfy

the rlCmirrga, the govern of Van den Boeynarits fell. It was not until

the middle of Ju following new elections, that a new government could-be

fo --d unequivocal basis being that the French mould have to le

Almost imriediately the Bi8hops bowed to the inevitable, and began

to pr parc to Iran sfer the Pr 41ch section of the University to a site near

Ottigncf_-;., This resolv-- political crinfs, but not the uncertain

mrrouridilmg Belgian higher education. The decision t© create "Louvain-la-

Neuve" stii11 h 1 to be integrated into 61 overall government policy on the

ansion and the financing of higher °ducat:lot Mid, the sit m MN now

fur ther compl ed by the eruption of the Belgian counterpart to tlt

intern _iona3 s tuderi"t rebellion.

3. The RQbellion Arain-_ the Traditional Universla
_

On the2 13t11 of 'May, 1968, students of the Free University of Brussels

gathered in a spontaneous r,entbly to express their soliOarity wi

atrLwg:lc of the Parisian ancients who wore then barricaded in the Sorbonne.

This eN ent to be

which s tmIent s cha 11

opening ,bell of a purely Belgian cutter f ration in

and hi toly altered, the traditional roverning

strixtu/- c if Beigi n universities. Radic al students in Brusse:U-; occult

the univor until July AO, and thereby -induced the

univevs ity to comb it I t self to an ext.:owl-lye ret-ittuctu . Ponionstra ns

meted si 1 r (11 C7. 0 1y across t he other Bel iast1 ;OA onii of hi )1,1 -r Rica-

-0ov; diet,'.} the nosst two :Ivo ink , and ;a7Irlovol lar rosol.t.; (I) _lceli1 &

iffiniolvIris 1 97 1)- Al t 1 0 H tudellt pl.- 1 d n Be I g tim ma p poar LI 110 V

tma in unnpa r I !-..en I he cape V! or hot' iin ighb they
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nevertheless mark an untai;t<al :able turning point for the country's

education. One of the

between

er

log feat c of this pattern is the dis --pency

trivial issues that occasion rl stations and the f

reaching ,-,lgnificance of them results , In Ghent, frtr example, the suppres

of the presentation of rather weakly rationalized pornography led to a sack

of the Rector's off ce and the closing of the University for a week (Peietin

ans 197.1 1514-98) Obviously the problems facing Belgian univr

aides e <tended beyond the parochial issueu that first mobiltwd

Specifically, any serious; analysis of this question should focus err two further

dimension s of this conflict that lay behind the circumstances that occasioned

pa ticular confronta on On the one hand, the_e were fundamental structural

I

sour of dissa led n dratthat impinged upon students and other- member of

the univert-IlLy c.ommunity, and en the othot there wits mediating culture

milieu that condttiotA both thy' themes in which these di: ccnttrnts were

enlb d is d the actions taken to remedy them. Clearly distin 1 those

two dimel ions pr some guid- for separating the vital from the adve

in brit, often bizvare event : of )

le u derlying cause of the problems in Belgian higher ication,

as elsewhere in Woutetu unprecodeat 1 growth in student

en- llments du the A u versify. population of approximxt-ly 20

thous and to 1950 rose -just 30 thousand a decade later; but

the next eight :ars (1060-

(II 1 ivo chah e produ 1 irul'or

This wa8 ola

loubled

enso in which

(Mai tat- Ivo dill OfelleOt; 111 t1

, who 1ot tho paff

the experience c >I= the' stud rrta who ed 1

A unlvOr fry pi.-

si

universities and .l

hat; a1whyt: 1)oo1i foluir 1 to fill :1 Nalt1 1 Ito I

role ,1, trot a case t' ul neverthei est; lie matt° that. t he II

tendril to nt severa role!' m

It' 11111

fir, tin d- t into- r n}',. A 1:
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University of Lie, for example, there were 152 titular professors for

2333 students 1935. In 1965 there were triple the number of students,

but only 170 professors (Demoulin 1967, pp. 27-30). Although the student/

teacher ratios were kept manageable through the additi n of, assistants, the

burdens of the professors were nonetheless increased. Mann scientific

research within his specialty, directing a corps of assistants, governing

his faculty, and also educating a throng of students -all these were the

professor's responsihility. And, it became apparent in 1968, each of these

areas, save perhaps research, showed evidence of serious deficiencies.

Faculty councils, made up exclusively of prof

an unduly conserva tive and la' -ly self it

dependent scant

6

s, were'aceused of acting in

manner. the anomalous and

ovided that roup with numerous grievances

their "bosses "; and the remoteness of thy prof_, sors from the students

produced a breakdown of the pedagogical relationship, especially during the

initial year of

The consequences of the dysfunctions of the university of the professors

fell most hoavil upon the students. Upon entering the university they were

imnedi-Itoly confronted by qu:lte emandinf academic yet the professors,

were able to do little to help'

studon_s to moot those expectat ons. The ineluctable result was an appalling

citing in large lectures for the most

rate of fa Inve at the out,i4ot university study. 1,4(71ge, f r example, in

1966-67 regi following failure rates

(premOre canti idature):

for its fin year exams

F4culty of Philw-leN nod LO tors
PreLaw 57

--mourtc:-.. and Sc i 1 Sci-41co 75%

Pharmncy 61

Modictne 71%
Sc 67%
Phy!dcal VdueatIon 74%

Applied Scloncos 49%

hni:-,son 19
4,
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,'This undoubtedly constituted a major source of student frustration, especially

in the light of the'growing social importance of university credentials. The

remoteness of the professors from the students also had a more subtle psycho-

logical impact that was no less significant. A large proportion of students-

underwent no appreciable socialization into the values and customs of the

demic m lieu. They were consequently alienated as well as frustrated by

the.culture they were'o force imbibe. The effects of this were

further reinforced by the general revulsion toward "bourgeois society" that

engulfed the university generation during the late 1960s. Hostile to the norms

of society at large and disdainful toward the values of academia, many of the

udonts of 1968 could accept university, education neither as an end in itself

nor as ns of achieving membership in the bourgeoisie. However, the potential

for anomy inherent in such a situation was partly ov come by recourse to

various forms of anti-bourgeois counterculture. One of the principal ingredients

of all these countercultures was an idealistic leftism which invoked any

number of radical doctrines in empathy for, the struggles of Third World

and/o- the proletariat.. Even though it may have been only a minority of

students who reacted to their plight in such manner, it. was precisely this

minority set the tone and defined the issues in 1968.

Given the Si ust described, Was entirely natural that the main

usts of the student movement were aimed against the professorial. dominance \

of the univer-ity and against reigning university culture. In keeping with

the prevailing ideological winds; protest-- demanded that a democratic mode

of university pvernance replace the traditional patriarchal, oligarchic rule

of the professor . Although these d _;n Inds, were couched in terms of ''dialogue''

and "participation," the underlying issue was control of the university.

attack upon the university culture took more varied forms. The__ was an

at ate lmpt to break out of the moll of established disciplines by demand lug cqthor
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inter- disciplinary approaches or Courses oriented toward "relevant"-issues

instead of basic knowledge. Visions of a new pedagogy were put forth in ..h

the tours mAgistra1 would be replaced by intimate working groups and the sy

examinations would be replaced by less traumatic methods of certifying

time spent in the university. Although these efforts in many cases sought

eh

to remedy real grievances, they were nevertheless an effort to legitimate the

student culture through its inclusion in the university: hence, the

dream of a "critical university," set against bourgeois society, that would

teach a "liberated" curriculum embodying Chet new cult

1110

In the actual events of 1968-69 the two strands of the student rebellion

with decidedly different fates. Except during the euphoria of the

contes tion student enthusiasm for a complete usurption of the university

culture proved to be short-lived (Spitaels-Evrard 1972, pp. 149-57). Even

thought -he style of university teaching was 'undoubtedly affected (Janne 1974),

the radical program met with far less success in Belton universities than in

those of her immedilte neighbors. The democratization of the university, on

the other hand, was accepted with surprising readiness. At Brussels the

"'moderates "" d the administration became committed to complete student

pa icipation well before the occupation by the radicals was ended. In addition,

the administration quickly en.lotd the demand that the French and Flemish

components of iver ity be separated into independent institutions.

At Louvain the process of devising a more democratic governing structure

began shortly after the linguistic division was assured. On September 8,

.1969 the University Council promulgated the details of a plan for the

of opresentative Assembly of the Univ-

rmation

Community" to formulate a

now structure of university governan--, jenn Binnemnns 1971, pp. 233-73).

In the suite unl ties changer in the forms of governance ccttlirect legisl-ti ve

a Lion; however participation was conceded in plc and tacitly lrranged
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well before the legislature was able to aetually gran

It is somewhat ironic that the venerable unive y the professors

capitulated so fliddenly, especially before a principle of such dubious erit

(Geiger 1978). But the detnocra.tization of the university was ordained as

much by the failures of the past as by the spirit of the present. Its

realization, however, did net actually solve any!.of the problem_ acing

Belgian higher education. It would take more dialogue__ the proponents

of participation. had eve ed to -ange the internal relations of

the universities. But the major problems still devolved upon the state. This,

in the aftermath-of the student rebellion the,problems facing Belgian higher

education were more corn than e the means of dealing with them

perhaps more uncertain. It would take the next, two years for the government

to sort them out.

4. Cons the New, Order, 1969 71

The 1965 law on the expansion of highet education had been intended as

a tetporary measure that would fulfill the nation's immediate needs until

permanent arrangements for expanding and funding the system could be planned.

The next phase was to commence in 1969. Mien that year arrived however, the

government found itself in no position, to plan the future development of its

higher education; rather overwhelmed by the problems of the preceding

years (Phillipart 1972). The scission of Louvain and of Brussels involved

considerable extraordinary expenSes that had to be negotiated and ultimately

met by thy= state. The commitment to democratize university governance

required that the legal ructure of the state universities had to be completely

revised. Solutions had to he found for the problems of long -teint investments

pcatien as well as a new formula for determining annual subsidies.

And, claims woro still being pressed for the goog nphi.c n1 extension of higher



education. With the possible exception of the governance question, these

all issues which involved substantive conflicts of interests between

institutions and between their associated political constituencies. Resolution

of these problems consequently required_ typically Belgian political settlements

at'the highest levels. There is no reason t .delve into the details of the

requisite bargaining, but it will be evident that this decision-making

process had important effects upon the resolution of these issues.

In the aftermath of the student rebellion of 1968 the Xre- University of

BrusAels (U.L.B.) had two momentous concerns hanging over its head. First was

its intention to purchase and construe a new ,campus on the Plaine des

Manoeuvres -a large, empty government property near its campus of practically

incalculable worth. the university had undertaken a comp icated campaign since

1966 to secure g operty, and then could ot come to terms

with the igover-'nment over a price (Dejean & liinnemans 1971, pp. 399-461).

The events of 1968 then made a solution more imperative--and easier to

arrange. The separation of the Vrije Universiteit to Brussel (V.U.B.) from

the U.L.B. made additional space all the more necessary, while the need of

the French University of I uvain'(U.C.L. ) to" find a new campus created a

situation which the free universities could receive equal treatment.

24 July 1969 a law was approved ceding the Plaine to the two Brussels

universities for a price Of 764 million francs, to be paid over forty years

with 1 1/42 interest the U.C.L. was granted an identical sum on identical

terms to purchase a campus near Ottignies. thus, by balancing advantages

the private univer-ities were once again able to achieve their ends.

The decision to divide the University of Brussels was, in contrast to

the prolonged conflict at Louvain, abrupt and amicable. lnteresti gl.y enough,`

the motivation of the university authorities: was much the SAMO.. 0

Louvain felt that it had to remain united to preserve its T_ iz; tonal.
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Brussels, concluded that it could best defend its saga by remaining Frenth. The

University was 80% French at the time, as was the capital area it primarily

served. The secular rationalism that defined its mission had historically found

its audience largely among the French. Cuttirkg the V.U.B. loose, then, freed

the university from numerous linguistic distractions and allowed it

concentrate upon its original pbrpbse. Nevertheless, it is also necessary

to recognize another set of considerations, equally organizational, at work

this decision. Could the U.L.B. fiil to imitate the scission of its larger,

more powerful rival, Without sacrificing some of its own prestige and influened.

P -bably not, espetially since there were large Sums of francs at stake. The

government that was formed to resolve the Louvain crisis in 17i968 had committed

itself to investing 35 billion francs in the expansion of higher education

over th ten years. It was clear that a disproportionate share of this

sum would be required to 'construct a new site for the U.C.L. (Dejean &

Binnemans 1971, pp. 518-0). The parallel separation of the V.U.B. placed

it in aflunassailable position for demanding similar compensation, despite

indignant protests by Ghent and Liege. The nego _ions were long and

:difficult, but. ex pt for the final figUres the ou,come was never in doubt.

In the eventual settlement the U.C.L. claimed more than 20% of the expansion

funds (7.2 billion BF) for the construction and move to Louvain-la-Neuve;

10% of the total funds were-premised for the creation of the V.U.B. on a

portion of the Plaine,des Manoeuvres.

The creation of two additional universities through the division of the

.

private universities posed the question once again of the geographicaldistribu-

tion of universities. Although the existing universities and the National

Council for Science_ relic (C.N.P.S.) still opposed more universities as
1,-------

ActualActial figures are constantly being readjusted to account for inflation'.
I would like to thank Mr. Jose Van de Vljvere for supplying this information. :



wasteful, political promises made to Antwerp had to be redeemed (Verhoeven

1979). In 1969 political leaders agreed that a university should be established

there. In order to give no undue advantage to Catholic or state institutions,-

was decided that the new university would be "pluralist" by providing

second-degree work for students from the state UnivQcsity Center and from the

Sant Ignatius Faculty. If Antwerp received a university, however, Mons could

not be denied. Its University Cent6r was Pcordingly promoted to full

university stattp. The same logic of equal treatment was invoked again in

1971, when a university center was pledged to-Ythe rapidly growing Flemish

province of Limb To balance accounts the Walloon provi- of Luxembourg

granted a ."university foundation" with 'the right to offer certain courses

which, presumably-, will eventually become a full university center. Belgium

thus doubled the number of full-fledged universities and made a commitment

for two new university centers in the space of three yeats. That the actual

educnt onal needs of the country were a. remote consideration in most of these

deCisi -s only serves to underscore the futility of planning in a situation

where important decisions are made on a political basis.

was

The means of transforming Belgian universities into democr.;itic institutions

=d out with some diffic ity during these years (VerhOeven 1979).

In the private universities provisional councils were established in 1968 to

fashion .representative s trultures of university governance. Professors,

assistants, students, administrative and technical personnel, and external

representati s w2 e.all incorporated in varying proportions as participating

p alt tt pwc uld be carri,bcl over to the permanent reforms. The

U.L.B. was able to promulgate It reorlanireorganization by mid-1970 but negotiations

nt tho--t-holfe. universities were prolonged -an more rtmonious. The state

unlvcrsitic ct,uld little on their ov being dependent upon legislative

attiOn to alter their structures. Tt took the legislatt1res until, March of 1971

19



wade throunh the c ng demands of students, assistants and university

authorities and pass a comprehensive reform. fn the end the lawmakers took

their cue from-largely completed reforms of the private universitie nd

attempted to assure the state institutions a similar degree ,of self - government

and intern democracy.

lh

The general thu§,t of the new as to allow the insurgent groups to

participate at the highest level of university decision m king, but to

pre$erve the authorrity of the professors at the level of the faculties and

below (departments or chairs) (L alle 1971; Verhoeven 1979). The Administra-

tive Councils at Ghent and Li4e which had formerly consisted exclusively

representatives of the 'professoriat were henceforth to be made as follows:

The Rector and Vice-Rector
10 representatives of the teaching corps
4 repre%4algtivesof the scientific personnel
2 represer4atives of the technical & administrative staff
4 students
3 representatives of society
3 representativesoof the economy
3 representatives of the state and local government

The composition of the governing Councils of the other universities varied,

Althoughthegroupsparticipatingwere
)

same. Nevertheless, the influence
r

of the professors remained preponderant in all Belgian nniversiries so that

there was little risk of it being overwhelmed by student potter. In the

faculty council majority of professors was guaranteed. As a result,

professorial authority has contir _d to be dominant in such areas as !curriculum,

evaluation, appointments and research--areas where decisions ought to rest

primarily on professional expertise (Verhoeven 1979

The final legislative act in the reordering of Belgian higher education

was undoubtedly the most significant. The law of 27 July 1971 placed all

university-level institutions on essentially the same f_Inanctel. footing. A

government allom-ion based upon enrollemn est: lished to cover of
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- ,

the universities' costs for teaching, administration, maintenance and neLmal

research (allocation de fonctionnement). The pe -student subsidy- aries

aCcording to the faculty of y. In 1977, for example-, it 122,810 BF

($3,684)'for each student in he humanities; 231,809 BF ($6,954) for students_

in the natural sciences; and 375,086 BF ($11,253) for medical students

(An-ion 1978). This allocation constitutes the. entire regular operating

budget df the universities, They dispose additional government funds through

a separate capital budget, a budget for social services and diverse

ed research funds. The only non =governmental sources

urc

income

are student fees and whnt.is left of the formerly important university endo

ments. Together these comprise up to 27., of a typical university budget.

,ever, the universities have no discretion over the employment of these

funds, since for accounting purposes they are assigned to debt amortization.

For the freo universities the attainment of financial parity with the

state universitiesunivsrs ties ias an important achievement, especially considering the

large enrollments U.C.L. and the U.L.B. The smaller university

)

nstd.stru ions also received an important concession when'generous minimum

ding levels for faculties were included in the law. The state universities

might: appear to be the 1

F

under these new rangementS, but provioi

nelud to guarantee them against any possible decreases in their levels

funding or st_iffiiig that might be inciirated by the new formulae. The 1971

Law, then contained something for each category of 'Institution; and that

cod14 only moan a substantial bill for Belgian payers From 1970 to 1972

just,q-he bas._ allocations m v UL i increased 51%. Even if

two-third!, of that Increase is ascribed to ittfla ion and enrollments,

that-still leaves a sobst; tial 17% inc- :e in real, per t ccaqis

976, pp. 104

The not surprisingly, felt that ese out Itlemcnt. s to public hinds
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ought to be .accompanied by stricter, controls, especially in the t free institutions

It consequently specified that government commissioners ( "delegates" in the

free institutions) wou d oversee the operations of, all university institutions.

Assigned by the Ministers of Education, each co ission must the

actions of every univerKity body (Administrative Council, Per=manent Bureau,

Faculty Councils) conforn to the laws and regulations governing higher education,

and will not endanger the financial integrity of the institution. To accomplish

this lie has the right to participate in the deliberations o each of these

bodies, and to veto any of their decisions that he f ins inconsistent with

appealed to the Minister,. and if need

be to the cote but once a final' decision has been.n de the university is bound

these requirements. Such vetoes

. To assure financial supervision the commissioner must approve

all unt ty expenditures over 50,000 1F. lie is also assis,to:. 'y a financial

inspector (desiontc d by the Ministry of r nce ) who shares his atith _ty

where budgetary matters are concerned. It has become a _cc to appoint

commissioners with the same outlook as the universityr -sity ,they are monitoring,

but financial inspectors are chosen so that they have ifferent pc ions

tuitions. From the Outset this commissioners have been active

nts of the goy- -nment's will. There is a-Treat don] of ambiguity in

inter ing the an of statutes and re} ul -Ins. The conimi -:sioi

as creatu- of the Ministry within the universities, have been vigilant in

insi-ting that the` go Irnmei 's in onti)ns are fnlfill

The F`inance and Control Law of 1971 lets decreed a considerable

st: Idardization in Belgian universiti The stab institu Lburg, cra

,ar0 stL11 nit re itLroct1y (101 nt upon '1,11niu tern,l app -6va I for

such as appo tments or corn icul ar ch-i es mid i9.4; consequei

a, Rut s than they wciul cl like to be. But., Iii b; As f thy i r

funding :nisi in their ldmlniscra and financial 1i Ility licitly tt.t:ito
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5

and_J'ree universities ,now stall& in the same relationsh_p to the state. This .

is one'pf the key elements in what could he enliod the "new regime" in'Belgian

higher,:ednention. Other relements would be the new university mnp and the

61.3tablishmont -17 some degre of participation In university governance. The

new regime was rather hastily erected during three turbulent years (mid-1968-,

-tdd-1971). These measures e- sequentiv had the character of 'quick solutions

to pressing prohlems rath r_

er than being the result of conscious, long-range

plant-line,. The now rop,imt:', hs nevertheless been in operation for Eoven years

,

(as of this writing) witheue requiring fundamental alterz :Ion. .There has

consequently been sufficient time tn make at least a proliminaryassessment

about its suitability for the needs of contomporarv Belgium.
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,PART III: IDE NEW REGIME AND THE CHALLENW OF THE 1970s

Compared t-6 many of its European neighbors Belgium emerged from OK:Y.

traumas of the late 1960S: with its higher education in relatively good order.

:The r7idicalization that so deeply affected sonic Europe41 universities was no

more than a superficial an7d transient episode- at Belgian institutions which,,,,.

in ny ease, had always been polarized according to the country's linguistic

and Ideological cleavages. Although students achieved a voice in university-

governance, the professors' dominance -over academic matter was nev- eroded.

1

Largely as a result of thls, the universities ar able to maintain high

academic standards. And although the organizational:changes in Belgian higher

education were important and far-caching, the essential teaching and research

misSions of the universities never differed the destabilizing effects of rapid,

externally mandated c lunge. Thus, a decade after the world-wide eruption

of otoclent Irprotest and nearly two decades since the beginning of the great

wave of student enrollments, one can still perceive in BelgiarttiniversitIes

miry of the essential featles that had formerly characterized elite higher

educ:atien: in Europe (cf. Geiger 1970.

The relative stability of Belgian universities during the tuMulr of the

late'tn0s, however, has not sheltered them in the least from the' general

probR4s hesetting Wsiorn higher oducatien during the Mid-70s: University

expansion wasiurdorraken in the expectatioa that enrollments would continue

to grew at something like their previous pace: But, no sooner was the new

regime in placo, timail the enrollwent eurvo bocame flat. Belgian unlversIty

cducatlon at; a whole (him; unexpectedly natured i .!-Itoady-!;tato or no-growth

[ni Individual institutions were obviously affected differentAy, but

Ahl!i general condition invariably exacerbated other, virtually inovitahlcv

prohlems. The natural rhythms Of university careers wore orlginally distortOU.

the 1;1t' lull tix vI y :lout ty during the iwr tod of expolu; fan. Once

4'
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,they were permanently in place little room remained for the next generation

of academics then finishing their training. No- growth in enrollments also

meant no-growth in government allocations, but here too the final result, in

this case budget tightening, was inherent to the universities' situation.

just as the government was forced to reneg on the largesse promised in the

Jann -Law (1965), so it began scaling down the terms of the-1971 Finance Law

almost as soon as it had been passed. Although the actual reductions have

solar been minor, they have'been sufficient to cast the pall of austerity

over Belgian campuses. So, what appeared to be generous financial arrangements

in the 1971 law-have quickly become financial- constraints. However, the most

resented constraints upon universities under the new regime are bureaucratic,-

product of the attempt o extend governmental oversight and control, The

difficuitY1 here is not so much the coat ls nstl uted by the 1971 lax, but

the failure of the universities and the MiniStries of Education to agree upon

the nature

controls b

their relationship. Lacki

more onerous and university recaiei

erst riding, governmental

ce aP'pears more

irresponsible. The resulting deadlocjc threatens the universities with

-administrative paralysis. Until this relationship is clarified, Belgian
.

higher. education will have little capacity to adaPt to the changing needs

of Belgian sod, Y.

The End of Expansion

As late as 1971 anyone examining Belgian university enrollment patterns

could have confidently predicted substantial future growth. In the previous

four years ,(1967 -71) total univers1L:y enrollments had risen 39Z for an avcrag

annual rate of increase near 9% (see Table 2). The size of the 18 year old

cohorts could be counted upon to increi.e until 1983, and the number of those

who would qualify for university study by passing their n- m would'



Table Univer lt Enrollments b Institution

C. % of 1975

first year'

e asS from.

immediate

i ovince

A Total Enrollmen

, New, First-year

Enrollments

1967 -68

change

1967-1971 1971 -72

% change

1971-75 1975-76 1971-72 1973-74 1975=76

1. Rljksuniversiteit te Gent 8666 41 12188 - 6 11432 2930 2790 2637 54%

2. Universit6 de 1'Etat Liige 7029 35 9489 6 8918 2346 2044 1770 76%

3 , Universit6 Catholique de Louvain 10990 31 14441 6 15275 2538 2384 2331 51%

4, Katholieke Universiteit te Leuven 11763 33 15686 16 18250 3500 3620 3975 28%

5. Univers1t6 Libre de Bruxelles 8147 43 11642 6 12287 2757 2549 71%

6. Vrijc Universiteit Brussel 1231 182' 3472 18 4082 .778 862 853 52%

Universit4' de l'Etat 3 Mons 748 49 1115 10 1228 323 292 384 91%

B. Universitaire Instelling Antwerpen
2 1150 n.a. n.a.

9, Rijksuniversitair Centrum to

Antwerpen 1932 1 1947 -19 1581 755 556 531 92%

0. Universitaire Faculteiten Sint-

Ignatius te Antwerpen 1593 47 2346 2 2386 970 996 973 76%

1. Faculti Rolvtechnique de Mons 501 0 500 17 587 106 111 124 91%'

2, Facult6 des Sciences A ronomiques

de l'Etat Gembloux 390 422 18 499 98 110 172 ,`.18%

3. Faculth Universitains Notire-Dam

de la Fail( i Namur '1233 51 1866 41 2622 850 1049 1106 29%

4. Faculte Universitaire Catholique

,8e Mons 442 17 517 12 579 105 101 102 81%

5. FacuIt6s Universitaires Saint-,

Louisa Bruxell4 606 9 663 19 789 410 360 373 7''.

6. Universitaire Facultelten Sint-

Alovsius te Bfussel -- 203 81 365 94 192 164 76%

7. Universitair-Centrum Limburg .. 669 276 318. 82%

8. Facult6 de Theologa Protestante

,j3 B=elles 47 83 86 1 :87 23 11 21

9. Ecole Royale Mil tAire 3 Bruxelles 166 181 467 12 524 118 117 180_,

Total 55484 39 77052' 8 83360 13701 18299 1853 '



be growing by some 4% per year the proportion of category who actually

enrolled in university institutions the succeeding fall had remained constant

at about 60% since the establishment of this exam. So, the, continued growth,

of hlelgian universities, seemed assured. By the 1975-76 atadeMic year one

might have predicted, through simple extrapolation, an entering university

class of at least 22,0_0 and, given a 5% rate of growth, a total university

population of perhaps 95,000 students. But, in reality the results were much

.different. The incoming class for.1975 was only 18,538exactly equal to

the previous year and slightly below that of 1971; and total university

enrollmentsghad grown to just 83,360. Since 1971, then, university enrollments

have grown by a mere 2% per year, while the size of the incoming classes

have renamed virtually constant.- This situation raises twO:causes for

concern. Because the distribution of students across institutions has not

remainect,the same, several universities face the immediate difficulties of

actual enrollment decline. however, in the long run all university institutions

must face the fact that the wellspring of university growth now appears to

ave dried up.

Consi erin immediate problem first, the figures in Table 2A reveal

that three state institutions, the,universities of Chent and 1,1_;3ge, and the

State University Center-at Antwerp, have experienced actual decline in their

student populations. Among the institutions that were able to sustain a

significant rate of - growth since 1971 the most notable are the Catholic

University of Leuven, iiready Belgium'Er largest, and the University Faculties

of Notre , in Paix at Na,-rnur It is interesting to note that the

institutions losing students are the most localiza n terms of recruitment

areas (Table 2C). The R.U.C. Antwerp bad the highest pereqntage of entering

nts from the surrounding province, (92Z.); and 76% of the class were from

le Antwerp area itself. For largo and ble universities Ghent and
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Liege are quite localized. 76% of the students at Liege-.are from the province,

and 77% of those in Li'dge Province attending universitieschoosd the, University

of Liege. The Catchment area for Ghent includes both East and West Flanders,

and provides 82% of the university's students. TheseThesefigeres are in stark

contrast with the growing institutions in Leuven and Namur which draw ,less

than 30% of their students from their immediate provinces. Thia suggests

a pattern rich would also be consistent with the other de aon enrollments:

geographical proximity is clearly the most important factor-determining where

a student might enroll, however, beyond that,the Catholic institutions teem

to have developed more deeply rooted loyalties throughjamily:txaditions

and the influence of Catholic secondary schoola. They have consequently

maintained enrollments much better than state institutions *ith only localized

attraction.

It is necessary to bear this pattern in mind when, considering the larger

question of the over-expansion of Belgian universities. While there can be

little doubt th the previous enthusiasm for expanding facilities, in com inE40

Tien with the unfor-eeable stagnation in enrollments, has produced the cu rent

excess capacity Belgian' universities; hut it is more difficult to arg

that Belgium._ from having too many. universities. The number of

tutions of higher learning a country needs is a relative thing. Given

Belgian preference for moderate size institutions, and local availability the

current distribution does not seem unreasonable, even though the cost

'Aldther factor to consider is whether new institutions are draining udant,

fro testablished ones. The localized enrollment patterns for 1,1,4e and the

Antwerp would indicate that this was not e,case. Their shrinking

entering classes are no-douVbt due limited local supplies of secondary

t6r case that it. has been hurt byschool graduates.. Ghent could make a b

new competitors. The K.U.L. brhnetrat Kortrijk, attracts more students



anders than Chent, and the establiihment

at the .Antwerp U iversity Institution undoubtedly retains some students that

second-cycle claSses

Would havnoth

their o

mat

e gone to Chent. However, both theSe iftatitutions have

ation. Antwerp now has enough first-cyclestudents to

the existence of the U.I. Antwerp, ana even fifty years go the pions

West-Flemish sent a majority of their students to Louvain,.
r

(Rapport Triennale

1922-24). The latter situation suggests-ihat strong historical patterns of

university attendance tend to persist despite the existencnof more convenient

alternatives. The disappointing performance of the State Univ sity at Mons

,corrobor thiS. The industrialized-province of Hainaut seemed to deserve

ita own university, but once established it did not grow as exPecte Instead

barely a. quarter of the Hainaut students attend the three. institutions in

Mons, while almost half go north to Leuvainjla-,NeUve and the U.L.U.

The state institutions, then, have suffered most from the recent

enrollment stagnation, and consequently now find _thersdlves underpopulated with

students and considerably overstaffed.- And, this situation is unlikely to

improv in the near future. For reasons that will be examined later, th6y

have leittle cnpacity to undertake either serious retrenchment or expanded

recruitment. However, what may be more ominous from their point of view,

underlying enrollment trends show no sign-if reversing the cnrrent stagnation.

It is clear that since 1971 fewerlof those eligible to attend universities

have chosen to do so. Table 3 was constricted to determine how the transfer

ratios were changing according

hzilf the count

sex and J.in'gnistir regime. For the Flemish

e results were unambiguous: the transfer rate o women

remained stable since 1971, wli7e the. men's rate showed a slew and steady

decline. For French schools, however, the rate varied erratically, showing

a sharp decline and rise, and then another sharp decline. ,But, if one examines

the actual first-year enrollments, they,show remarkable stability; and `this



Table

Seconda

School
Year

1469-70
b

Transfer rates to University S! udy by Se Linguistic .Regime'

.
..1. ,

French k emiah -, University.
4.

',
Total School

Female Male . Female
-

-Year

56'32 4808 8414 -5551. 24405
5694 3016 5898 .2755,,,

. 17363 147,071
4530.-. 2644 5631 '266.4 15477

.131 .55
67

:.48:, .63

.106

Male

e
.

1976-71 a 6606 5440 9135 '16545 27776 :

,
6095 3522 625.2 12832- :18761 197-72.'

est 4694 3.049 5962: 4 2714 16550:
d- .71 .5,6 .65-' fl ;41 .54

e .112

.1971-72 a 7339 6352 4522, 6883 30646 :

b -5871 3278 6185 3188 18522 1972 -73.'

c 4514. 2864 5846 3084 16308
d .62 .45..- .61 .45 .54

e 09

,

: 4 -1972-73'. 6530 570.8 , 9951 7675 29867
5485 3443 6153. 3218 18299 147377,4

e %4434, 3007 -5870- 3100 16411
d ''. .68 .53 .59 .40 .55

e .109

1973-74 a 5901 5009 10514 7773 29197
b 5447 33778 6364 3349 18538 1974-75
e 4396 2986 6062 3215 16659

d- .74
r

.60 .58 .41 .57

;109

197475. a 7433 7313- 10467 8107 33320
b 5516 3458 6161. . 3403 . 16538. 1975--

c 4328 2981., 5955 3312 16576
d .58 '.41_ .57 '-.41

e .107

a Diplomas of eligibility for university study (marl'
b entering first-year university students-
d entering Belgian first-year university students
d - transfer ratio (c /a)

e ratio of entering Belgian first-year students to total 18 year olds

estimated

SOURCES: a,b & c are taken or derived from statistics Of the Fondation
Universitaire, Bureau de Statistiques. 18 year -old cohorts in
(e) are from Bevolkings Statistieken, National. Instituut visor
de6Statistiek, Beigi6.
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true for bofh.linguistic regimes. 'Fluctus

n only re

Through 1071 th e

variations in the number o

of every ,five of those wh

to university study,,

n the transfer

unit 6 diplomas awarded.

rec ed their diploma- Pt;bceeded

tore diplomas meant a larger entering class

that f44.1. After 1971 th at;relatiOnship,ceased
and instead the

absolute nuMbe s of new university stu entnf rPiiialt*dvirtually constant.

A b akdown off'; these figures sho . that Flemish women, with the lowest transfer

ratio, steadily increased their absolute participation, while Walloon males,

,ith the highest transfer ratio, lowly'decreased their numbers. Flemish

wales and Walloon females essentially maintained their 1971 levels thtOugh

J97.5. Consequently the question that must-be agidtpssed is, why have
.

.

..-
7university nrollrntnts become, mired at thi lar level?

The3tonventional Wisdom in M Iglum has linked en oliment stagnation. with

'the surplus of graduates on the labor market and the saturation of traditional

graduate career' lines. There is /certainly circumstantial evidence this

view. From 1968 to 197 the, number of advanced degrees awarded by Belgian

universities increased by more than 12% per year, climaxed by a' thumping

17% jump in 1972. This brought the annual total to rou hly double what it

had been from 1962 to 1966. No doubt some of the graduates Of the '70s have

e,q crienc.ed difficulty finding appropriate work (Ceens 1976). Actual figures

on unemployment show university_graduates to be in a better position than

others; however this is beside the point. Consciousness that employment

opportunities for university graduates have deteriorated is widespread and

firmly rooted. The fact that enrol1m nts in univ _sity technical higher

education climbed sharply beginning in 1972 might also be interprdted as a

reactionreaction.in favor of more marketable credentials.

The novel-the

heavy a reliance upon

ral factors that would caution against toe.

-1e1 'economic explanation of enrollment stagnation.



nternat *al comparisons 4lake it quite evident that' he number of university

graduate which'can Ven.ccommodated in national labor markett is highly

elastic. Belgium, with only 11% of'its 18 yeariplas entering.universities,

and* even loWer percentage graduating from them, has decidedly:fewer'

mploy ,than most Pt ,ad -Winced industrialized :nations

From an individual perspective a university deg in the Belgian binary

system of higher eaU _tion represents a significantly higher level

aehiev6ment than non -univesity credentials. A university educati n would

consequently be more advantagious

for anyone

n the long run than other forma of graining

capable of attaining one. It seems highly likely,

something more than a discalragin aduate labor market is res

individual Belgians from attending .,universities' in larger numbers.

The actor that ithmediately comes to -mind is e shee'r difficulty

univers y studie The hard reality of univ ity life in'Belgium is that.

only about half the-entering-students successfully complete their first year-.

of work (e.g. Bonte 1976). Potential students are not only aware of this

they also undoubtedly,.have a reasonable estiknate of hicha* IfAthey would

probably find themselves in following the first' e*aminations. It is

consequently more than t secondary -'School graduates forego

university study because they 1) their chances of success to be small.

Theewhole issue of the difficulty of university work is Complex, and certainly

ascends the immediate problem of enrollment stagnation. It is-worthwhile

considering in etail, however, because it penetrates tdithe essential

nature of the Belgian university.

The course of study in most Belgian- faculties is divided into four

single-year units. The first two years ( t and second candidature) lead

to a Candidate's Degree and the next two years of more specialized study

culminate in a Licence -- normally the terminal degree for university study



macy:, applied ,sciences and .medicine require more than folir year

Evaluation,of the Yeargs ork occurs by means of final examin4t1 ns held in

June and-July . StUden who are not successful in this first session

an additional change tof,take all or part of their exAMS again in a second,

session in eptember. examinations are conducted orally by each professor'

over the Material in his

if a student passes

wally, although the

course, but a faculty committee ultimately decides

c; fails for tht year.- Each student is dicUssed individ-

final decision usually. follows the numerical average of

the student's esults ':(12/20 most.commonly being considered the threshold

for padsing ). The most formidable aspect of this system Is that students who.

must repeat the entire y ar's work.

The first.candid tuie stands as the foremost hurdle to earning a univer--
a

sitydegree7Students

`.stand an e ellent

who demonstrate _he.ability to cross this

chance ofeventuall) graduating. In,Flemish

institutions

b r ier

university

,g the 1974675 academic year, for example, 50 % of the first

candidature ,students were successful (Bonze 1976). The passing rates for

years of the licence are generally above 90%. Success --tes vary widely

in any given years cross, aculties and institutions. Students in applied

sciences, who have; already passed a demanding entrance exam, are generally

most successful, while those in a_11 and natural sciences are marginally

more prone to failure.

Evidence about e consequences of failure in the first candidature is

rather scarce, but what is probably representative. A longitudinal

study of the.4,6,Ga. entering class of 1967 showed that a 42% failure rat

(uruually low) resulted in only 16% of the class leaving the university.

Some 267, rep ea zed the fir- eandid.1 ure in either the same or a diffbrent

subject --uin 976) . It i.s also worth noting that 34% of this class

,
graduated on tim and anotherr 18%. after a delay one year. At this rate



doubtful'if the final graduation rate will surpass the initial success

rate of 58% on the first dandidathre. A- ore'recent inquiry conducted by,

the Univcrstair Studiebureau found that 52% the first candidature

studentsfailed their examinations, and that this led 29% of them to leave_

the university. Follow -ups on these drop-ottstevealed that two -third 'of

them'proceeded to non- university higher edhcation where they were generally

.quite suceessful. It would'appear likely in thit case as well -th'at the

numbe students who manage through perseverance to 'get past first

ndidature would probably be roughly equal.to the number of,original passe

whO'fallbY, the wayside during the' second, third an ohrth'years,

, one .could generaiiie,that the number of eventual graduates ire each

entering generation is likely to approach, bbt not surpass the,number who

first' candidatute in their first - year.,, This would only serve

:hat -the output of the Belgian universities, as presently -constituted,

largcly'dePends upon the first year of study.

The prevailing opinion'among Belgian professors seems o be that the

rigors of the first candidature are'necessary to: select out those who are

incapable o universityvel work. This.attitude is not dissimilar to that

which prevai d on 'thane American campuses before', say 148. A number of

introductory courses particularly in -,ate niversities and olleges, were

then considered to be "weeders" that removed the' undesirables. The relative

Belgian failure rates on the first candidature over recent

decades ;_testimony of the persistence of a professorial definition of what

et " university -level work." This in itsielf is an indi ction that

the student rebellions of 1968-69 did not shake professorial control ever

I would like to thank G. Monnard rind Mrs. J. SchellingenrHouben of the

44.1,. Univers Studiebureau for supplying me with the results of this
inquiry conducted by Mr. F.

6
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academic matters in Belgium.. However, even given these demanding stnudards,

the diffibilty of they first candidature can still be directly linked with

certain features of the Belgian curri , ogy and examination
=

The. most formidable aspect of the curriculum is;fits sheer-siza. First

year students typically must followirten or more academic cour,ses, plus labs
AL, ,

and recitation*, and in sore cases a foreign language.' In4the second candidature

the programs specify even more academic coursos. Since in the first candidature

the courses are less specialized and the students are most numerous, nearly
.

all of,the clessos.are'taught in large lectures. Students consequently have
..

.

:virt-upllY',no direct contact with their professors. They furthermore lacy.

any means of.!julTgingi9thr!ir progress.Auring the-yegr and their -likely perfor-
. - -

.40.tr40:,:en the,, final -eZdMinetions. All of these factors produce a cumulative

disadvantage at-the year's end, when students must. organize and master some

300 _Courserwe2ks. f'Work'vitth sufficient facility to pass the oral,interrete.-

tions of'thoir professors.

Till-05e who are most disadvantaged are students who are slow to adapt

to the dei.nd. of -university study, those whose uneertafnmotivation may

have flagged during'the year. The most likely to succeed re thi & students

417.

who arrive-atlhe university with the strong verbal or Mathematical
E .

:

that this system requires from the oUtset. In the longitudinal stud just

mentioned,-fof exampm, successful university study;--eorrelated most strongly

with achievement, in sec- schools eguin 1976). The requisite academic

,skills are most readily fie& in the most rigorous And-competitfve secondary

programs. The rates of success in the first candidatures consequently very

.

widOlY for different programs- (Table4). A student who hopes to one day

This description is intended only to highlight certain general. -.-=atures .

of the first candidature. , It obviousl=y cannot encompass the speci 1 features
of individual programs, nor the limited .masuas that 'sonic faculties are
taking to alleviate. these problems.

.

...
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succeed at
z.

universityis consequently well advised to take one of

Latin secondary programs, or at the very least

4

same problem of high standards

Scientific A." But her

replicated'once again: Only a limited

number of students appear able to master these difficult programs. From

1969 to .1975, fo example, the number of general secondary school graduates

in the less de riding programs ("Scientific B;" Commercial, and Human, Sc.)

increased by chore than 50%, while the output of the stronger prograMs remained

stationary` (Table 5) . So, the considerable growth in secondary school graduates

actually produced comparatively few additional university students.

In the light of these considerations it would seem that the level of

Belgian,university enrollments is most i nmedi.ately dependent upon two factors:'

skills, and

r

of potential btddents who acquire the requisite acad

dly the degree of .difficulty u iversity work. Given

current conditions, the effects of fluctuations in the demand fo

universit y g luates would be considerably muted. BemuseBeuse of the unchallenged

eyStudy ove 'other forms of training one can assume

would conse4uently

nts will attend regardless. Economic factors

.

ect le'behvio of marginal Students with weaker

pr arttion and. igh likelihoOd bf failure . 'Afer the hecatomb -of the

candidatur their impact upon enrollments would be greatly reduceo0 Enrollment

growth would on be likely to

ety.and/or thein` Belgian

level of academic preparation

absence of

replace the present' stagnation

education system wej

among
)

dz,-y school graduates; or in the

1) changes

to raise the general

changes if (2) university study were made less difficult.

The first of these variables, resting a,s it does upon familial_ attitudes

toward education and ingrail d traditions in the school system, obviously

would not be easily changed. The second variable would nevertheless appear

more tracta-Me. There are a number measures which =might be tai -:en to
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ens In Firs ,Andidaup by'ScOn
(Rnknuolversltelt 'Gent, 1974 -75)

Univen4ty'ave rate; index' 100

142'

115

100

83

53

16

tfn-tia

iriScience

11-0r ek

Science-
,

Commercial

Human Scl

rn Langilitger; (A)

14

n Languages-d-

m

General Secondary Programs

Technical` Secondary Programs

Source: A. -ho

TABLE 5:

102

55

Secondary School Graduates bY.Prog m:

1969

7611

La in -Math

Latin-Sci

WA:h.-Modertv Langua

.

`Science-

2310

2768

6

Languages (B) ,4877

Commercial 6870

Human Sciences

Renovated General Secondary

Tot'al C2ne 1 Second

Total Technical and y

1975

1975
428T-

4031

'44-Z7

4810

7662_

7892

2487

28293

21046

95t

16,555

18,996

35551

18226

SOU -o de XTV-(196 Bureau de
Unive r itaire,s, Rapport Annuel, 1976._
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make the first candidature, less seyere without diluting its quality.

increase or -allocation of pro=eSsorial labor could alloW smaller classes,

more personal work and continuous. assessment. Several structural changes

have-been debuted That ould improve the survi3ial rate, and thus encourage

a lagher transfer rate. These include the creation of ,a er or year of

preparatory aurk (1!:212antlgue) to bridge the gap between:seCondary and

university-level work,.and the 4dopa n a cou Lcredit system of cartifica-

tii . Beyond these tactical possibilities, howeVer, lies a more fundamental

strategic question: should the Belgian government:encourage hn expansion of

university enrollments rider current conditions?

skied issue r the conclusion of,this study.

This discussion of the

11 reserve thi, ) Many-

gors of Relgian university life meals that

universities have made few,-eompre ises to "WEISS" 'igher. education. Even

though the universities are theoretically open to.all secondary school

gradt_ s who pass the witurit6, the universii_e in -fact offer a highly

academic 4nd specialized echicati n that is attainable'for comparatively few.

Eleven per cent of the eighteen year olds attempt university study; apOrox-

uAte. The burden ofop oviding highA

has thus been diverted to the Alan-university

iaa transition front "elite" ss" higher education

t conservative of advanced industrialized natiLs.

much to explain why university growth came so abruptly

Technical Higher Ediu

In tic

ay .6r limeutS have stagnated in recent years the number

niver0 t.y technical higher education has continued Co

_aratepf _abot year for the last decade. Although it might

to the rigidifies tf the current regime, any reallocation of-1n1 or

almost certainly reqiren change in the 1971 `I,iw. Sec. below
'67-75),
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superficially appear that, the,techni schools were gaining iripo,pularity

t the expense of the universities Ceens 1976), in fact both types of

education are interdependent. ous academic standards of the univer-

sities actually compell igher technical schools to absorb most,ef. the

expanding social demand for advanced instruction and marketable crvdentials.

IheSe schools are consequently most likely to receive the aacondary school

graduates from the non-adademic programa or those who have dropped out of

the university.

theoretical con

here such students can expect to fifid curses with less

and a decided emphasis on practical applications. Many

of the programs are furthermore designed to provide direct experience in the

workplace. This type of curriculum consequently finds favor with large

numbers of students who have difficulty relating to the abstract content of

purely academic programs.

The higher technical schools form the largest segment of the non- university

sector, but as Table 6 indica( there are othe types cif education there

as.well. Teacher training was formerly divided between that for primary

schools, which was given on the secondary level, and that for the middle

schools (ages 12-15), which took place in special;post-secondary normal

schools. Since 1972 both these functions have been'tkrgely integrated in the

normal schools (Van de Vijvere 1977). During the early and middle 1960s, when

the dvm4d for teachers Wab'high, more students werdc receiving pedagogical

be found in the highdr technical schools. However, the

and for teachers in the .1970s has brought abontl'a considerable

In this total. Besides the normal schools thenon-university sector also

ins sever _l four -year -nsiation schools and school; 6T commorefi

studie wllich 11y defined as having university-level status before

ey have been demoted,, their exact status was for a ttn

in doubt, vilpg slitpe4l into an apparent bureaucratic limbo, their enroilmca
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Enrollments in non-university higher education 4J-1967-1975

Higher Normal**' Other 4 yr. Yptal University

Techilical SchoolS TranslatiOn-and Enrollments

Schools Commercial
**

c, Artistic) Schools

1967-68 33381

70 42454

-72 41621

1973-74

28050

23684

4,605

9092

18573;

of 27 July 1971

hour nd lower secondary schools

3259

4044

-3972

(4000?)

(4000?)

University level before 1971

64690 55484

70182 65590

7219 77052

'15605(9) 79477

80292( ?) 83360

Sources: Van' do Vijvege 1977; B.U.S4 Rapports Annuels; AnnuOre StatiStlque d-
.

l'Enseignement, XIV (1969-70).

were recorded in neither the_ university net- the non-university totals. This

situation should now..h rectified by the recent upgrading of long technical

higher education.

The rapid development of technical higher education eventually required

a major effort of reorganization and consolidation. Part of the problem

was caused by ,the uncontrolled proliferation ,an. _itu n the decade

1958-1968 alone -heir mabeys jumped frOm 32 to 53 (Fragnif& Sellin 1973).

It was relatively easy for. I technical secondary school to add advanced

e fashiou f the l iversit6 ducourses to offerings in -wail

Charleroi i.e above, '0. 23, This produced small and inefficient` units

differi-r markedly in crudity. To, card a gradu6 I lom could take from one

depending upm the program and the institution; the mbr

)

of Technicaq Engineer usually fool: three, but occasionall:



years (Van de Vijvere 1979.). However, it was not,so much the disorderliness

of_the technical sector which necessitated reorganization; it was the peed

to conform with standards set by other members of the European Economic_

Community. Belgium had not joined the movement during the late 1960s to link

higher t hnical studies with universities in Cesamthochschulen of variot

sorts. a result, Belgian technical engineers were left somewhere be

the full four-year-engineering degreeL other countries and the diplomas

f short'-cycle technical edutation. Belgium consequently was obligeetoraise

the status of its technical engineers in order to avoid effectively lewering

it In fact this was more difficult than might be expected.

Legislation aimed at consolidating and upgrading-technical higher

education was introduced in 1970 and again in 1972. It was not voted upon

on either of these occasi because of the complications produced by

wnflicting regional and, ideological forces. Beyond these familiar Belgian

political obstacles, however, lay a series of equally troublesome substantive

issues. The first of these is purely economic. In 1973-74 each university

student cost the state 163,000 BF, but the average a non-university

(student was only 89,300.13P (C.N.F.S. 1976). While, upgrading technical higher

education wat,; a laudabluobjective, the government had no to increase

its cost by assigning it an expensive research rorb

trained staff. Sec ndly,

year course of

in

or by adding more highly

he technical engineer's degree to a four

udy would undoubtedly mean adding more advanced worlcin basic_

theoretical classes. This is precisely what many of the students were eager

to escape when they oriinall,y chose this form of schooling. This sort of

academic drift would be likely to encourage the p- sent.trend, strongly

supported by t

teaching

close con

teachers' unions, to substitute full time professional

or part-time teacher-practiore who help to maintain

local industries. Thus, becoming more ncademic could

er,
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weaken some of the most distinctive and valuable characteristics of the higher

technical schools. 'Finally, there is the possibility that closer cooperation

with the universities might become' a means of upgrading the technical schools,

At present the separation between the university and the non-university

realms has been nearly total. An inquiry into this subject by the

avealed a scattering of exceptional contacts, but no systematic interaction

(C.N.P.S. 1976,, Appendix I). Yet, this compartmentalization isinefficienf

several whys. Students whaswifeh from one, sector to another jor

example, generally lose all of th credit, for heir past work; and-the .excess

capaci-.4ythat the enivers currently 1-0, ight conce vably be ,shared
P;

with other institutions. To overcame this ingrained tradition of separafit6Tyj

neverthelcs would undoubtedly require offering strong incentives for

cooperation to the universities.

In order to obtain thet.legislation needed to reorganize technical higher

education the government b. d to steer are d all of these pitfalls. The Law

Of 1S February 1977'ereceed a fundamental distinction between long and short-

cycle technical 1 r education, ;The la was left largely-AM-- with

numerous technical schools still being authorized to offer various diplomas

of gyaduE But, the long programs were promoted to full four-year courses

with entirely new degrees. The first two years of these prog a ould lehd

to a Candidate of Indus trial Engineering degree, and the final two years

the degree of Industrial Engineer. The schools entitled to deliver these

credent ld also receive a special designation, Higher Industrial

Institutes. Furthermore, the 57 schools presently delivering technical

engineering dc,rcon are to he consolidated into, only 23 institutes of the new

type. In 01-dor it exi?iting tC`_.c_ltrt1c1l engineers are not too sorions1y

disadv ant rlf,o d by the new 1 i_g tate- spocA 11 have been constituted to which



they mayp,submit evidence that they have earned hroUgh professional achievement

= additiohal study) the superior title, of Industrial Engineer.

What the ultimate effects, of the new law on technical higher education

will be, of course, cannot yet be foreseen. It will undoubtedly solve the

outstanding problem of thd international status of aduates of Belgium's

higher technical schools.
Y Also, because it specifies more education, it wi11

be to some degree more expensive. It is likely to,induce a certain amount

f academic drift, but within limits this could turn out to-be a beneficial

developMent. The current gap between thethe -f chnical and university sectors

of Belgium's binary system may indeed b'e too large. For several years it has

been an explicit, but entirely theoretical, goal of gOvernment policy to

encourage cooperation between these two sectors(C.N.P.S. 1976). Any meaningful

movement in this direction would necessitate some fundamental institutional

changes, but such changes would be greatly facilitated if the distance'between

the mentalities of-theotwO

The Uncei E Thivers

was reduced,

y-State Relations

The most immediate objective of the higher education law of 1971 was to

base the financing of all Belgian university institutions upon identical,

objective

be Ins

e owe er, b'yond this a more far-reaching equalization of

AODS was foreseen by the lawmakers. It was intended that they

would be ome.more like administratively as the state institutions acquired

greater cptitr oVer their own operating budgets and more direct authority

over their own '-prog_ is ai dpersonnel. In addition, there as hope that

these develpppts,voul&ultilatelypermi a substantial d f plan _n-

and cooperation between institutions, The eight years since the implementation

of this law have seen few of these .Iii ACflt- real ed. The financial arrangements

have'not conformed to the original provisions of the law, in part because of
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the stagnation of enrollments and in part due-to: gOvernment's reeen;

sideration of its commitments. Administratively the un ve have

evolved in the opposite direction -from that foreseen in 19/,. The free

institutions, instead providing a model of autonomy -for the state,univer-_-
cities, have been forced to 66nform more and snore closely to the bureaucratic

regulation of the Ministries. The resulting uncertainties have precluded.

systematic efforts planning and coordination to date; but they have brought

an unintended unity to the university institutions as they have found it

increasingly necessary to concert their effort=s against the dictatea*of the

state:

From the point of view of the government t nancial con itments made

to the universities in 1971 were overly generous. Legislation was consequently

passed,thc following year to scale these obligations down somewhat. At the

same time student fees, were raisecl,despite vociferous opposition, from 1500

to 6000 BF (still only $200,and not applicable to scholarshipstudents).

When h se measures took effect in 1974 they reversed a trend of sharply

increasing real allocations, for university operating expenditures (C.N,P.S.

1976). These

creating conditions of austerity which. are still in effect.: Another university

finance lbw in 1976 (6 January) imposed-a 5% cut in-non-salary expenditures

and placed new financial restrictions upon the universities (Van de Vijvere

eps were taken 'before the economic crisis affected Belgium,

1977). Since then further steps have been taken to chip away at various

parts of the universities' budge

a per feeling

these efforts are the outgrowth

national government that the universities'

laims are out of line. In 1977,, for example, the new minister of French

cation, Joseph Milehel, re ealed an ab nonce of sympathy for their financial

woos; "if the s or private univ es complain of having been victims

a_p_pliey of budsetany austerity, it is_precisely because untl.1 the present

Tuition has been r;c1sed to 10,000 .BF For 1978-79, and the per-student subtddy
will be reduced.
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they have lived too liberally, carried along by lavish budgets and the

dispersion of new faculties to the four corners of the country" (Le Monde

de l'gducation, September 1977, p. 29). Thus, an almost vindictive spirit

toward the universities exists at the highest levels of government. Although

this attitude is largely a product of the events of this decade, it is

nevertheless an important force acting upon current policy in higher education.

There can be little argument, about the relative inefficiency of the

university sector as a whole. The financial parity that was the chief

objective of the 1971 law has not been attained, and in fact appears unatta

Only the three largest universities are funded by the standard per-student-

nabre.-

allocations established in the 1971 Law. The smaller institutions benefit

from the minimum funding provisions of the law, and four state institutions

are guaranteed funding at more advantageous pre-1971 rates. The differences

are,on the average, substantial: 204,000 FB per student in 1977 for those

using the 1971 formulae; 252,000 FB for those invoking minimum funding levels;

and 293,000 FB for institutions having recourse to guaranteed rates (Ancion'

1978). The stagnation in university enrollments has made these inequities

a permanent feature of university finance. The universities would not

countenance any new arrangement that would give them less, and the government

is currently unwilling and scarcely able to give more. The consequence of

this Stalebate is constant pressure for Piecemeal budgetary cutbacks. The

universities protest this pressure with the compelling argument that their

budgets consist overwhelmingly of fixed costs for personnel and physical

plant. The feeling on the part of the government, neverthelets, is that

university payryolls and facilities have become needlessly bloated through

irrespon._ management. They therefore conclude th the only remedy is

tighter governmental control over university affairs. Controls were of course

built into the 1971 law, but tmosphere of mutual suspicion and Incompre-
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hension has Made that ctUal application more severe than might otherwise

have been the c, e.

The regulatirtt and controls established in 1971 have had distinctly

different effects upon the state'and the, free institutions'. Those of the

state have long complained of excessive government authority over their

affairs. Their rectors and vice-rectors are chosen by" _e Crown upon the

advice of the Ninist e r of Edurabl,op, and are not always the choice of the

university. -Nine of the thiTty-one members of the university administrative

councils are cheSen independently by the Ministry. Tenured appointments and

promotions must bo throufh the Ministry, and the bame is true for the creation

of any tie or program (C'.N.P.S. 1976). Under these conditions

political 0 siderations often assume a prominent place in decisions a

university per.-onnel, nd policy. Since tl

the capacity nor the

Ling

universities have neither

_ives-to become more innovative and cost - efficient,

their administration has en. affted by a type of bureaucratic paralysis

The university community, in particular, felt that the complete control

over personnel and programs enjoyed by the free universities ought

extended

,financial sit

Before 1971

/institutions. However, the differences in their respective

ions also cons ti an important impediment to this goal.

he free univer=sities received considerably smaller govern'tnehtal

allocations than did the ,stzite uni.ver s1 ti Since they had the responsibility

of living within their budgets, they had keep faculty and staff size at

moderate levels, pay them Tess, and utilize part-time and adjunct teache

Even with the more generous funding levels established in 1971 (which. included

salary par state and free institutions) the free universities

remain far more efficient with regard to staffing than their public counter-
.

parts. The Only wad this cl ;cropency could be overcome under the current law

sitIes to under ;o substantial e. thewould be for the _ unt

7 ,
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reverse of the present trend. The government, then, is reluctant to grant

administrative autonomy to the state universities with their poor managerial

records at a time when its top priority is cost reduction. (How willing

politicians would be to relinquish their influence over- es minor fiefdoms

:is another matter, seldom mentioned but certainly german.) The drift of

government policy has consequently been toward even tighter control.

The impoSition of governmental controls has represented a difficult

adjustment for the free unt ersities who had been accustomed to managing

their own affairs in their own private fashion. However, it was precisely

for this reason

outlays and new

that the government suspected them of embarking upon capital

programs in such a way as, to maximize their revenues from

the state. In their desire to hold down university expenses and to make the

universities closely accountable for the allocations they receive the govern-

ment has erected an intricate webbing of specific regulations. Taking

Human Sciences for an example, it has been stipulated that the student /staff

ratio (taux d'encadrement) shall not be less than 14/1; that 58.3% of the per-

student allocation will go,for academic staff, 9% for administrative staff,

and 32,7% for operating.- expenses; and that the university shall have not more

than 10 square meters floor space for each student, for which they may Rot

867 FB/m2 in construction costs (Ancion 1978). This degree
',pay more than

of external regulation has resulted in an unforeseen increase in internal

regulation. The university administrations have had little choice but to

centralie decision-making in order to guarantee compliance with governmental

requir Thus the capacity to innovate, or even to make normal. adj

to changing cir`cumstat -es, has been diminished at

The free universit

tt tints

every level of the university.

now complain that they have lust their capacity to

innovate, and even to manage their own affairs. Bureaucratic paralysis,

while. not yet as debilitating as in the state universities, nevertheless

7
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universities as well.

difficult to assign blame f this .state pf affairs. The Tevern-

f-r economy and the universities' need for autonomy are equally

concern,._ Yet, the regime established!in 1971 seems -to frustrate

both. It is in the interest of each university to claim and spend the maximum

allowable under the existing formulae,; and'the -ern ent has good reason

imp block new initiatives by the universities -since they invariably

rec_Wre a 'onal funding,

worked smoothly, but with .a cons

of this fiz j ctiott has be2,nniutua_

sit es and the e-nment. For that

1971 Finance has not

derahle- amount of friction. An \l, the product

on and resentment bet

eason it appears that this regime,

0: the univer-

although now in its seventh year, is nevertheless inherently unstable.

'Either the universities must :granted substantially gretker.dogree of

control over their own affairs, as advocated by the C.N.P.S. (1976), or univer-

sfty affairs will be SAMet to !ver tighter controls. Recent developments

ontwo specific issues illustrate these alternatives.

it is evident to all observers that the long standing distinction between

1" de ree,s (conforming; to an officially prescribed curriculum) and

""scientific "" der

The list "" deg

ated by unive sity has long outlived its usefulness

from 1933, but is still utilized in deter-

mining certain government: positions. The university community

would like to set all degrees be offered on the authelity of the mil. rsity,

much as they are in the Uhl I States. Howev er, the Flemish Ministtr of

Education is reputed to favor the opposite o itionst -_-docreed curricula

for all Bold= university dor rocs. The event- 1 solution (or nonrsolutiol
4

:his in 11-- l.e inchicative of the q'tstnn- direction of ching

One L_ by the advQnt of t in the seventies

has boon the alarming, increase in tine proper ion Of tract' endemic pers onnel



The, government eyentual'ly romper to try t dontain th In part.

A proVision was 'consequently included In the 19'76 university finance law

limit the prop- 'ion of tenured scientific (i.e. non-teaching research)

staff to 40%. Unfortunately, many of the state InstItutions had already

surpassed that figure. In response to their understandable complaints this

regulation has recently been_reOsed to permit 5% of the untenured to be

granted tenure each year. This episod seems to Old' how controls beet'

controls; but it also reve91S-how fihe-tuning the

their original pur..3 The result is a complex and burdensome procedure

eulations'cOmpromises

forkall univer ties which will only marginally affect the situation at those

institutions Cing the'worst problem.

The two most important steps that would cre _e este

universities are, first- ,allowing the State institutions

control over progra _personnel and internal t rganization.ehrren

by the free ones; and second, granting all.institutiens the tight tip spentl

their governmental subsidy as they see fit. Neither of. these developments

seems likely as long as the present mistrust between governmellt and universi

Continues to prevail. ;however, beyond this consideration such measures

would also necessitate additional responsibilities on, the part of the univer-

side . They would have to strengthen their internal administrations in

order to be able to engineer some painful decisions and some inescapable

economizing. The universities also need to establish an effective means of

cooperation among themselves to avoid wasteful' duplication of programs and

to give themselves a stronger voice,in higher edttion, policy. The firs

of these' conditions is quite problematic at this juncture, :especially in the

state institutions which ,have possessed comparatively little administrative

responsibility to date. But, there i.s a possibility that the Second condition

in the proces's of being realized'.
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La e in 1976 the Flemish interunive (Vlaamse Interuniver-
,

sitaire Road: V1IR) as -officially fdrmed, thu artially fu lfijling one of

the rAecommcndations of the C.N.P.S. in its important report, Line Nouvelle.

Un-ive> sit ire (1976). Although the frafieophone uniyersities:

this writitlg, had yet to agree upon the precise-modalities of a comparable

organization, seems a vii ual.certainty that Conseil InteruniversitAire

Francais will soon be forthed. Such organizations hold the promise of eventually

transcending the historical,competition for, governmental preferment between

9

Belgian universities. And, cooperation will probably he more vital in the

years ahead than at any time before,. Since the state canf o longer of d the

uncont -11ed duplication of facilities, coordination 11 be necessary in the

-have becomecreation of new pragramS and the paring away of those-

redundant. If the interuniversity. councils can bring this about

their creation will have certain17 been stifled. there is some' irony

the fact that the National. Council for Scientific Policy ad-been the

.o®f these..organizations. Since its creation in the-,1920s the C.N.P.S. has been

v.,

vocat,

one of the most affective spokesmen for the interests of theAliversity. But,

as the task and the problems f higher ed_cation have grown in size and

complexity the limitations of the C.N.P.S. have become apparent. It often

reflects- rather than harmonizes, the conflicting interests of t diffe

unive- ides; it lacks the staff to deal with the specific, ongoing problems

of higher e lucz tion; and its primary orientation toward science: policy gives

it a c ird un v _,ity irs. It would consequently he a

elopmont

of defendinl, llnivcrs

fit: iuterurive ty co ncils could assu the mantle

i rests in the 'arS ahead. outcome df

such a.developmon could ho the complete bifur ) t i o n of 1-- h er 'education,

policy and' prac ti c accord ing

prevent the VAIR ncgotfating with the

1,.!11 The is nothing to

of Education from
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44
reaching agreements different from those worked out by the CIF and theFrehth

Ministry of Education. This would naturally tend to Olden even further the

separation between the- French and Flemish universities, but it might possibly

make innova ion within each sector somewhat easier. In any case, such a

situatlon oul be, consistent with the general' attern of devolution that

cur ently-seems t be the most practical way to lessen Belgium's fundamental

'Cultural antagon

Future

The

n Universities

and the
a
early seventies were- rhaps the most turbulent

period in the 800+ y ar, history -of that venerable Western institution, the

university; Belgium, at first glance, would seem to be no exception. to

these, even
-

the landscape of higher education was Completely transformed

and the `_ r varsities were _placed upon a new-financial 'i aais during these

year

came

ooms the spirit of the modern university survived less battered than,in

anyrlof her European neighbors (cf. Geiger 1978). The political fervent that

et behind these conapfenous and contentious rearrangements change,

gradually to Belgian universities. In the faculties And the

ept through ler Western universities was overshadowed-in Belgium by the

longstanding conflict between the linguistic communities. The considerable

diversification and vocational articulation of the non university sector

Pr erved the universities from drastic institutional experimentation. But

most importantly, the maintenance of profe ssorial con,trol over academic

kept the standards of university work and university graduates at a

;h level. Belgian universities have consequently retained much

lie ell o quality that cha ractcr ized European universities in general

1960. -Ho the cultivation of high standard- has meant that

vely few Belgians can benefit from a university education. tnrollm nts
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con. ly lev&ledo-- in the early seventies, and Belgian univers.it eh

university is

--pc pulatia

gaverpoen
eR

no-growth a full decade before it had been expected..

&i...of enrollments ha left Belgium with 'more.ample

than aro ictly justified by the current uniVers ty

pportiag these cilities presents a financial prohl m for the

presents more fundamentli difficultiea from an in-

mast painless. ay for institutions totutional s andpo The

ion: through. growth; rearranging stable o- decIthing resources

ntamount to self-nlitilatfon. Given the government's p ent drive to

dapt ne1.7

economize and the versities' zealou defenSe

growth could well

growth.4n the teach

roits :sLTIL.ft, no-

duce the os,sifidation of the status-quo. The absence ,o

,a1A

staff. is likely to exace bate
-
an already unhealthy

sit ian. Tire traditional ceinpa t ntalication of Belgian universities means

that almost always rem'a n at theinstitutions in which-they

training. I iddition, the great majority of the teaching.

staff Ire tenured, and thus not compelled to remain- abreast Of exPandih

front f rese*-ch eir field. With this combination the potential

for:obsolescence is obviously great. A -on it flow of freshly trained

personnel is consequently desirable :to counteract somewhat this tendency.

But maintaining_even,a moderate flow of new personnel i

For _purely ins

already a serious

siderations, thd.n, there 'wOuld..l e amRle

justification for & 01 cy of In-clueing renew d,grovral. iiowgver,Qa lager-

que-t i.on remains n f,f i,hether Belgium actually needs dote university education.
.

. Q..

Only a few years ear cr this lestioi would scarcely have been hared, but

t-

the ver5ities,

s no desire to sec the additional burden n the budget that

its j*.r9pld =bring.; the public`"l of the teal erang



nd much of the university comiuni would

-like-to lessen the failure rate by admitting-fewer rather than more new.

students. ;These are essentially shortsighted views, based upon impressions

drgwn from current difficulties. A longer ranging* fight focus on the

decadence`of the traditional industries of Wallonii, the desirability

supplanting th4n with lteht,,hi. h technologyindustrie hat would not

suffer from the saMelogistical handicaps; it might also scan 0 Pose

offered by Brussels' role Lie an European center. It {could well be that

pevmitting only 6% of an age cohort to earn a university degree is ah uneconom-

. ically restrictive useof'this national resource; that it might be'a factor

in the.emmigration of jobs or the immigration of highly tra.ined manpower
I

edUcated in other nations' universities. Perhaps the alter7at_Lve 'to more

university education, for Belgian youth and the Belgiarr "inv, are worse

than tl)e visibly negative short -term effects that uni'Versityexpansion might

presently brin&

oA renewal o univeralt6grow b pursued la two distinc}

_different ways. A new clientele

to extend or revise 'th it educational

to increase- the rat'e of university at

seconda4y-school graduate.

sought among adult .learners eekin

redentialsi

Ada

In keeping with the relative elitAs

there is certainly loolt

the traditional audience,

her u le, 'Eelgiu

decidedly behind .0ther OECD countV-ies opening higher 'educe ion to

traditional
5.5

It has always" 15tn,pospible in Delgium'for'asuolified

a prepare for to oat de_ ee a utside the universities. But,

t::: particearly ,the suPpression*of spe 1 govelonmentrel omitting boards

in
V

1917-017eTe7odds are steeply against the ' of ontedida to brave,

Ni IrerouS special commissions over past several y_ s have

%invedtizated the possibilities of filling 'this gap.'' these inquiries `four



inct facets of this issue lave

in the recommendation§ of the C.N.P.S. (1976):

) Recurr education: ti 1973 ana 1974:a sties oi laws we enacted_

and financ ucational leaves:roili6Catidnal ining. Although

this represenys bme

)crop

'Schpeevel .1977

since they of

time offerings f r t'who

ac1a Latl woul.=3 haVe'tAbel

t_progresslv legislation of this .type 141

utilized .byI3elgian WO'rkers (Von Moltke

s not really relevant to the universities in an ease

her p- coUrses' fot smpplemental. traii ixi nor pa

t want to omplete a degree. Thus, a m

-06 by the

e to

f pal

beeome he, inchoate se

2) EStbli )ing programs
1) -

on woyking4leo lc are free wrfil be-the

nni4u,iitic.4,to adult learner, lowevEir,

'ai.t rltal ;to the exisvima inivet itY

-wirer n order,.

recurrent ed

ime university on du ing hours

lon

sdi

portant site opening the

of e n deAlee .m n
,./,

,.,

tIon bi.A.ed upon ful3-time student en

Many Ota countries have f 110

h d

the year-

,

au

the univ to mature .tudents os experi nee
ti4

u of the

usual'seeonda

the dffic

already een

University stn in 13el4 hould be clear at

.

rec i in his man r r wou_ r 0 prom meet in prevailing demi,: T,,_

(::tand ds. t ahis area. too,- u tantia ehanges,woulckbe necessary

hefor ant number of thiS e gory of student' could attend-Bel

iinivers i eS .

-11) Serious pJanning '

n'op-n rsay similar

Iii uuniversity ild bp b

d ablislIment

B.1_ implementd'th0..OPe9



technology. ''AceCirdin urrent thinking the initial effort would be tentative
.

i

and minimal, with bill, of subsequent expension%dep4hdent upon
0,

reiults. 'The hniVeraity,comliinity'initiaily had Been oppeSfd to an in u-

tionally separate open university (like 'that in Britain); but it seems-to be,

conceded now that they would he the ones to organize and administer the
.

programs. There are-..sittil, rower, sizable drawbacks to. an open university
4-

.-
having to do with. economy an e ci racy . ,.

coats oCthis MediuM cd&WC T

Wa lloon communities. An ,op4,n u iv

enormous start-up and fixed

by the the Flemish' and

,FleMish could easily turn out tolbe

than the. Universities now in place..

The n e. j or accOOddati s that the
4

order to att ct non-tra Tonal stud

ench and one

Productive
6

e And, 1

sufficiently

e would have

thebrerft a y possible, given
a

this justification?presently

exist. There is currently

part

But does

little diskesnable

of ppten i 1 students, but this could be

these postulate a new and rad ca
#1.1

demand for such programs

expected. Programs such as ,

:tie population

nefits by ultoward higher education,which, is assumed, -ill
4

grading 'thr work force and enhancing individual Satisfaction. These, are

articles of.faith rather' han
9

onst able propositiOns. Nertheless,

common sense would Tridicate that such an orientatio
7 .

ial. adaptation between ina gradual process

New programs for raditional'sru4nt,

could only result fro

_tutions:ancitheir clientele,

would; if- successful,
4

ffectively

creat heir own demand Or 1),1 e. It also seems reasonable to'expe'ct ehot

roans would .prosper most in the noykuniverstyiii he initial phases such

.sector hire instruction irtore vocationally specific and lees academical'.
, , 9

. ,

-Nhis would su ebt that the univers.itieS,' role 4n tl'near future
p

, 4._ . .

Z7-1, 4mited to- estblishilndsome-' _ refu lylkekpcted partL--t.i and
4'

nling.



he universities wer

ulatlon as well the number, of evt

adgmeut,theit current student

irther than their own first_-ye

iadividual deMand,

graduates 'they need look no
)

no-question of

verstiredilc

*ea exams, ksignificant

of the. students deli

;being eliminated by t -he severity of the,

n of these students might be save,8:,by-chag eurriculn and pedagogy.

Compared.td other countries the course read of-Belgiah students is heavy
.

,indeed. This siturt-ten adds to 'the difficulty While alSaPromo-ing superficiality

The C./4.1I-S recommen4 dand the substitution memorization f6,--7/leart-

. (l176) that the

would s

st cycle ,be directed to ard a

nal skills n
,

lies smaller'classeaand mord d

.

itoss -the -11641( ntellee

Such an approach jut

e general form tioh that
)

---,universities m int

aching staf, but if they were .preS40,Considerable p og10

advanced study.

idualized Instrueti

in-that this could only be,accomplished by 'enlarging

dir mlde by p fessorial manpo

in- this

from he second

first

,Nany in the ive sity Community Would it- i.ly test that a higher

pa-ss rate could only-be a _ ived.by loweri 'lie st nci ds While not

! , ,

ely lyong, there are t co _-- dons that might y-this'eence

Current st rci s man in o that .capable Otudents who

not adapt quickly e a demIc regiMe severe penal or
,-,

e-ir ate

t.,

Scconlly, W-s l so telling ,the, standar- Aid e
,, ,#f

..

without compro ) g liVe-si= -I hip, u1 evenexlerr he realiAtic in

light of tt e r , nn e.voluti(n of'" ler-E,t,C. university syste
-c,.-

o. :,..

\._

ere is ofie comeo rat y miner adp i nis v change ',4t.tiat migi
A ..h , '-'

'--,---

con' atgolftean e flit, -of Befgiin

univ tties.- If e iven each course t
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rather than for an en r

(e
years work, many of the obstacles mentioned above

Stunts with *tak secondary preparations might then'would be removed.

adj

Von d then have the opti_n and thencentive to devise part-time grog

to university-level work at aimore0appropriate pace. Universities

non-traditional students.' Such a hange, however, would require some

rea_justment of the basi thg universities subsidies. If it became

nececeary to callinSo question the entire financl,a1 settlement, a course-
,

cr dit prOPOs . r;ght becoMe submerged in the -enSuihg'partisan bargaining.

This-las DAsideration again calls attention to the essential' dichotomy

has always governed the evolution o Belgian uniyersities. one side,

legal and financial framework under which the universities mustthe b

ope;
sz,

inv

and ha_

been determined in the nationa i 1 arena. This has

universities in olon& n bitter partisan confli ts,

intervals produced fairly
ft, trnformations in their .mode

operation; On the.other sides,. however, In tha ass rbo s and reseafch,

fAci.lities, of the universities, Oirinant note 'has beensContinuity and

a nal change. This pattern the Belgian universItles to survive

e turbulent origins of.,,the c frent,regPme iri 19687,11 wi

otarily impaired. In ail. likaihOcsathistraditions no more ths

dichotomy will pe

their scholarly

in some form into the
t

uture. But, whereas the

past four universities, as unique institutions with istinct

,ccons ituencibs_of students and suppoiters, en ered thepolitical lists singly

in temporary coalition priMarklk top ue their own-interests, the next

decade may witness the-xo leseense of urted -front, first within the two

versify comMU hen, one-
' A

tlyspcssible for cour-
,

races -r Such arabgerdents e
en for secon Cycle york.

creiEts
gt che

amongall Belgian university .

0 be offered eider some
verpitaire to telly,.g



institutions; Such a development Ould

predominant role'tn university affairs, but it houV provide the basis for

amore healthy And harmonious relationship 6-Lan that which has prevailed

since 1971. And, improved university-st- P rclations%mnuld

adaptation universities to 6dgencieS of thCfuture only

the conservative n n style.

ensures the
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INSTITUTION F R SOCIAL AND POLICY STUDIE

The mission of the Institution for Social and Policy Studies (ISPS) is
to encourage and undertake multidisciplinary research and educe-.
tion. The ISPS is oriented to the exploration of social problems rather
than to the refinnt of discipline-based methodology. In recent
years, ISPS research has focused on the problems of the city, educa-
tion,- health service delivery, andon the modeling of social systems.
-Currently, research is also being,cleve)oped on crimipal justice, gov-
ernmental reform, environment, income distribution, aging, the policy
making process, and value problems in public policy. ISPS is not a

consulting organization but an instrument for enriching the Wadel
sciences and rglated disciplines in the University. 1.
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InsptutIon for Social and Rollcy Studies
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